
What do you like MOST about the Draft Plan?
Addition of Another Building Grade Configurations/Use of Space Financial Responsibility Thoughtfulness of Plans

Intermediate School Elementary Grade breakdown & well thought through Contingencies and Planning with current funds Clear message

Adding an intermediate school Build a new elementary Grade breakdown with 5-6 building. No portables. Financial planning of the plan
Community growth is great! I’m happy to see the community 
growing! 

Adding an intermediate School and a new elementary school and 
not increasing taxes Build new elementary with intermediate school grade configuration Financial sensitivity. Community input

Adding an intermediate school for 5/6 & keeping 7/8 together. 
Building a new elementary as well as changing the IS 
back into an IS Grade configuration 

Financially responsible while considering what’s best for 
students

Adding two new schools, however that looks. I like the idea of a 
new Intermediate and Elementary school and leaving FES as is. 

Great plan moving forward with a new elementary!! 
This is by FAR the best choice. Grade level configurations 

Finance and Building capacity have really been thought 
about thoroughly. Details of a variety of options

Building an intermediate school and expanding the middle school 
and high schools. 

I appreciate you considering all the options and having 
well rounded representation on your committee. For the 
building and growth situation, adding an elementary 
school seems like the best option. I like the high school 
staying 9-12th grade. High school not being split

I like being able to able to control the cost while not letting 
the student numbers get out of control.  The last plan that 
showed no additional building was very interesting and I 
would like to see more of that plan. Being proactive in planning for future growth

An intermediate building

I appreciate the time, transparency, and work put into 
the plan by the team! Nicely done! I like the idea of a 
new elementary building. High stays 9-12 I like that it minimizes cost with the most quality Focus is on the students and safety

Bringing back the intermediate school

I appreciate the value of the students first. The 
breakdown of the grade levels and the presentation of 
costs for building and maintaining current and projected 
facilities.  I personally like the idea of using FES as an 
intermediate school and building a new elementary 
while currently using the current buildings to the best 
possible capacity. I like that 5/6 would be together

Won’t be a lot of debt.  Appears we wouldn’t have to do a 
referendum. Even though my kids have already 
graduated, I would support a referendum to make the 
schools better for the community. Forward thinking

Bringing the Intermediate School back Very detailed, like adding a building (elementary) The school configuration. 
We are looking at more than just one option... Going in 
with eyes wide open with regards to the fiancial impact.

Glad to see multiple options considered; great to see a large 
number on advisory committee 

Expansion option that includes intermediate school and new 
elementary. 

Using the intermediate again and building a new 
elementary. The proposals of the different grade level configurations.

Keep debt level, seems the most inexpensive for the long 
run Glad you are thinking ahead

How thorough and well thought out it seems to be. I think I like the 
idea most about doing the intermediate school. The proposed idea of a new elementary school. 

The options that are given for the future growth & possible 
building configurations. No increase in taxes, I am not sure I know

The proposal for an intermediate school to address capacity 
issues at the middle school level. 

The potential to reuse the intermediate school  as an 
intermediate school. K-4 in elementary, 7-8, 9-12, add 
an elementary. K-4 5-6 7-8 and 9-12 No Increase of Current Tax Rate

I appreciate the detail and thought that went into the current 
draft plan. 

The idea of going back to having an intermediate building 

The new elementary seems beneficial due to the 
current situation with Fortville Elementary being an 
actual Intermediate and all of the upgrades needed to 
best support our students. It seems that this draft would 
solve the capacity concern as well as the building 
improvements concern. The grade configuration

I like the pre-planning for growth and the detail and 
thought behind costs associated with each option. 

I like how many options are given. I like how far out the plan 
projects. I like the idea of reopening the intermediate school. It 
was an awesome facility for kids. 

The intermediate school Intermediate with a new elementary school The grade configurations if we build a new elementary 

I appreciate the plan to watch the debt.  I like the idea of 
adding an elementary and intermediate school.  I also 
appreciate addressing the HVAC system and roofs.   It is 
much needed.  

I like how thoroughly each plan has been considered. I like all 
the graphs that explain things like cut points for each building, 
what each plan looks like, costs, etc. It seems very well 
thought-out, which is important in this type of move. I like the 
plan we are leaning towards. 

The Intermediate School program 
The building of a new elementary and putting fed back 
to intermediate school

Moving the 6tg grade out of the middle school and keeping it as 
a7/8 building. Not raising taxes

I like making space for everyone and the creativity and hard 
work that is going into action. 

Int bldg
I like the idea of building a new elementary school and 
turning Fortville back into an Intermediate school. Keeping classrooms from being crowded

More space 
financially able to support itself

I like that a collaborative effort has been made to determine 
current needs, future needs, and factors influencing our 
needs. 

Intermediate building & no tax increase

I like the idea of building another elementary school 
and movie the intermediate school back into the 
building

Keeping K-4th together and create an intermediate school. 

There will be room for new families/children and it wont 
effect our properties taxes very much. Making the 
buildings safer for our children. Upgrading the Vernon 
township fire department

I like that many factors have been considered and there’s 
been valuable input and time put forth by 50 or more people. 

Intermediate grade levels

I like the idea of having a new elementary school and 
using Fortville elementary as the new intermediate 
school. 

Keeping the high school the same and making another 
intermediate school- showing the numbers of sizes were good 
too. I like the forward thinking/planning.

Intermediate School
I like the plan to turn Fortville elementary into the 
intermediate school. Least disruption to middle and high school 

I like that there are options available for a plan and a back up 
plan.  

Intermediate school

I liked that FES would be turned into an Intermediate 
School. I enjoyed the aspect of building an elementary 
school that feels more like an elementary school and 
allowing the middle school to have room for growth. 

I like that there a is also a plan that utilizes current buildings if 
needed as a contingent.  

I like the thoroughness and detailed thought you guys have 
put into this project. I don't really object to anything that was 
discussed tonight. There may be some major changes, but 
that's okay. Looking forward to seeing the music/band rooms 
improved.



What do you like MOST about the Draft Plan?

Intermediate school added into the configuration 
I like the draft plan with a new elementary and using 
FES as an intermediate school. Reuse of the existing facilities I'm not sure I like it.

Intermediate school addition
Making FES back into an intermediate school and 
building a new elementary school The 5 school plan. 

Is considerate of time and not rushing a plan. You have 
considered all ideas and consideration with fiscal 
responsibility 

Intermediate school configuration 

I like that it appears that building sizes have been 
throughly researched in relation to the costs that will be 
incurred. Turning FES back into an intermediate school 
and building a new elementary building seems to make 
the most overall sense for our community. I like the grade configuration with an intermediate building. 

It addresses the needs of students and upcoming growth at all 
levels. It is not a quick fix.

Intermediate school option 

I like the gradual incremental change. Good idea to 
build a new elementary school and re-configure other 
school buildings to accommodate growth. Accommodating for growth with the student’s needs first.

It includes different scenarios and external factors (I.e Mt. 
Vernon fire department) that could potentially impact these 
plans.

Reinstatement of a 5/6 intermediate building 

I like the idea of FES being turned back into an 
intermediate school and a new elementary possibly 
being built.  Kindergarten NEEDS to stay in the 
elementary schools so I am glad that is in the 
consideration. Adding capacity at lower grade levels It is proactive

Reinstating the intermediate school

I love the idea of building a new elementary school and 
pushing 5-6 grades out to an intermediary school. I 
think this the best for controlling the capacity of kids 
and arrangements of kids. 

Adding school space in order the accommodate the growing 
population. It is proactive

Reopening the intermediate school

It is comprehensive, organized and thoughtful.  I 
appreciate all the work that has been put into this draft.  
I also appreciate the emphasis put on long term 
planning.  I am would support a new elementary and 
turning Fortville Elementary back into an IMS.  I would 
also support a preK/K building. Adding space to give kids more space It is thoughtful and inclusive of community input.

I like the idea of a intermediate school New elementary school 
Allows each level of growth proper to expand.   Aligns what is 
needed.  

It is well considered and thoughtfully distributes students in 
the most economical and realistic way.

I like the idea of an intermediate school

New elementary school, FES back to IS, new 
band/choir rooms (desperately needed), adding on to 
MS and HS Avoiding portables

It seems like the committee is considering all possibilities and 
preparing for growth.  I like the idea of helping manage that 
growth by monitoring transfer students.

I like the idea of an intermediate school New Elementary/reassign intermediate 

I appreciate all the work that had gone into exploring ALL 
options. All seem researched and thoroughly talked through. 

At first glance I definitely like plan B - early learning center and 
IS both help students with major transitions. I taught 5th for so 
long and anything to help with the major changes in middle 
school is so beneficial. My home town district went to an early 
learning center a few years ago and it has been wildly 
successful. I will be a Marauder parent in 4 years and would 
love to see this in place before my son starts. This plan was the 
only one to make me excited as a parent AND current MVCSC 
teacher.  

It shows that a great deal of thought has been put into this. 
Lots of solid work. It’s very helpful to see all the variables that 
need to be considered. I am in favor of new construction as 
the population increases, and the space becomes necessary.

I like the intermediate school idea.

Proposing to turn Fortville Elementary back into an 
intermediate school and building a new elementary 
school. I like that portables are not an option. It’s well thought out. Lots of options. 

I like the intermediate school option with the intermediate going 
back to fortville elementary

Time and thoughtfulness put into it. I prefer reclaiming 
the Intermediate school and building a new elementary

It is nice to see 9-12 stay intact and not remove K from the 
elementary. An intermediate school would be nice but 
expensive to build, so looking at all options and not rushing 
them is preferable. 

Level of thought and consideration, listening to input - thank 
you!

The idea of an intermediate school.

It seems to be the best solution with what we have (an 
intermediate building already) and considering the future 
growth plan. Having the IS in the same general area as the 
middle and high school will help those students transition into 
the middle school (for those concerned about the number of 
transitions). It will also free up space in the elementary schools 
to have 5th grade out. Lots of good info to process

I like that the intermediate school is the most favorable plan and I 
don’t love any high schoolers being separated. I like transfer 
students in good standing staying where they’ve always gone. We 
moved after our eldest had already been here for all of elementary 
school. We are alumni, involved, donate time and money, have 
good kids, and we want our kids to stay. Maintenance of building capacities Lots of time went into the plan. 



What do you like MOST about the Draft Plan?
I like that this plan does not involve an early learning center. I also 
like that this plans has an intermediate school. McCordsville Elementary School stays an elementary school. Mv is planning and will have a plan
I love the idea of adding an intermediate building. As a teacher at 
Fortville, I know firsthand that this building is not set-up for 
elementary. I also think that 5th and 6th grade need their own 
space-different stage of development. Very organized ideas and 
well thought out. Way to go team! Middle school / phasing MV is planning and will have a plan
I think we need to consider adding additional buildings to 
accommodate additional students.   I like the thought of using the 
intermediate building for an intermediate school. No new high school None

New building 5-6 in separate building
Not moving students to different buildings - trying to keep grade 
levels together. Cost and tax rate. Options, and students first

New intermediate school

PreK in admin, k-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-12.  Intermediate school makes 
the most sense with another elementary. Intermediate schools 
also seem better for the kids to transition to. 

Our stewardship and preparing for the future and what’s best 
for kids and our community. Love the intermediate,middle 
school with new elementary. Love idea of fixing traffic and not 
increasing taxes. 

New Building Programming K-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-12 is good for students Planning for growth seems to be at forefront

Adding new school(s)
Reuse of Fortvile elementary as an intermediate school and no 
tax hike anticipated. Planning for our future

Addition of a new building Spreading out the kids to make more room

Promise and very in-depth thoughts have been put into the 
document. Focus on children and financial picture overview 
shows that multiple approaches and ideas were used in 
forming plan.

Additional Buildings Responsible
Building a new school Seems well thought out and moving in the right direction 
Building a new school to add capacity. With the kind of growth 
expected, we will need a new building Shows long term thinking and is very transparent
Building more schools for growth That it is being planned and well thought out.
Willing to add buildings and keep  cost reasonable That it shows all of the options, the good bad and ugly.

The idea of building a new school of some sort 

That multiple options were looked at from a building 
configuration standpoint. I like the proactive approach and 
community engagement piece.

I like the idea of being able to do a new building without increasing 
the current tax rates That their is talk of plans
I like the building plan and the idea of building new schools soon 
for the growth that is occurring. I also like the idea of keeping class 
sizes small. 

That there are many options including a backup/emergency 
plan

I like the idea that we will have new buildings ( plural). We HAVE 
to plan for the future growth. It seems good that we will have the 
money from all the homes.   I like all the thought and plans that 
have put forth so far. New elementary, middle school is a must. 
This will need to be started ASAP. That there is a plan being considered.

New school
That we are being thoughtful about many different options. 
The graphics help see the outcomes of each potential option.

New school buildings and back up plan

That we have a plan. We’re not taking stabs in the dark. As a 
staff member, I appreciate the time others have put in towards 
my career/future. 

New school plans and parking. Better infrastructure. We need to 
keep our class sizes low. Schools are our best investment for our 
kids future and future leaders. They need the best at whatever the 
cost. The comprehensive nature and looking at all aspects. 
Puts our kids first.  Adding seems to make the most sense as the 
biggest issue we have now in my opinion is class size.  Pushing 
30 kids per class is just too much.  The depth of information. I don’t feel in the dark. 
Putting Fortville Elementary student and staff in the building they 
need and deserve. The effort going in to the decision.
Putting students first and providing space to grow. The focus is on students and their needs/success

Well thought out and solves overall problem
You are trying to figure what is best for our students and 
schools.
There's an actual draft plan, I appreciate the time and details 
provided for the selections.  It's a strong draft.



What do you like MOST about the Draft Plan?
Thorough
Thoughful data, good projections
Thought and consideration
Thoughtful and Thoroughness
The open minded nature
The thoughtfulness behind the plan and the consideration of 
multiple solutions.
The variety of good ideas
The variety of options
Thoughtful consideration of what is needed long term using a 
collaborative approach. The reintroduction of an intermediate 
school will be a great step forward. 



What do you like LEAST about the Draft Plan?
Building Configurations/Capacity Transfer Students Building/Renovations Timing Financial Responsibility Back Up Plan Plans/Thoughts

Moving to FES for Intermediate Transfer students add zero to TAV How late we are renovating IS and MS

I don’t like that it is so far out, although I 
understand that it takes a lot of money 
and considering of factors. The cost

The jumbled mess of the “back up” plan. 
This would be confusing for parents N/a

Keeping things they way they are Reducing too many transfers
Would be helpful to know where (generally) 
a new elementary would be located. 

I wish the timing could be moved up to 
alleviate some of the congestion in the 
middle school now or within a year.

I do not like the idea of having to pass 
referendum. The backup plan Nothing

Students all over the place

Don't want to dial back transfer students - 
we're out of district don't want to be "kicked" 
out Having to move schools Length of time to implement 

Tax implications and assumptions of 
growth and tax income. 

Last backup plan presented.   Very 
confusing 

Hope the community will get on board and fund 
it. 

5th grade at admin bldg Transfer students bring zero TAV Didn’t share where facility might be built

Understanding the long term growth 
picture. Are we building a building that 
once the community turns over will need 
to be abandoned. Possibly of referendum The fall back plan N/A

The schools
Will be changing again. We’ve had 4 kids go through this school 
system and it has been a different configuration for each of 
them No/little consideration for preschool

Timeline, already feel squeezed- what are 
we doing in the next 3 years? Cost The back up with too many transitions I think it’s as good as it can be.

The idea of sending 5th grade to the admin building as a 
backup plan. 

Not doing campus master plan before 
constructing new building. This is backwards

Cost that could lead to significant 
debt/expenses to corporation.

Did not like the “creative” plan presented at 
the end. Some things need done sooner 

Having young students with older students. 
Renovating a middle school that was just 
renovated. Potential tax increases The back-up plan The what if’s. 

Cramming the kids into a school for a few years. It would be 
nice to fix the problem sooner, but finances don’t allow. 

No ideas were shared where the possible 
new building would be located (I know there 
are many factors).

New building and referendum too soon. I’m 
worried voters won’t pass referendum so 
soon. Back up plan Not sure...

I would like to know the solution to address Fortville Elementary 
capacity, or if there are plans to move district line configurations. 

The renovations would take place to the 
middle school and high school a little late. 
Recognizing that the bigger issue is at the 
elementary level but there are needs in the 
MS and HS that “have to wait”. Also that 
transportation is on the back burner. I do 
appreciate that they are in the plan. Having to go through a referendum 

The back up plan with out the new 
buildings. Waiting. The uncertainty of what would be best

The “back up plan” is terrible. Putting 8th graders in the high 
school would not be appropriate at all. 

Would like to know where they would build 
any new schools. Significant cost The back up plan  Nothing 

Proposed plan by Cabinet Member including moving 8th grade 
back to HS and separating 5th graders.

I would have liked to see more detail on the 
logistical aspect of adding another building, 
and/or renovation to existing facilities. Finances

“The back up plan” to handle the growth 
seems as though it will severely displace 
many children in many different grades. For 
instance, moving fifth graders to the 
administrators building. This should be their 
final year in elementary school; or their first 
year in intermediate school, but not a 
transition to a random building for one year. 
Not to mention, 8th graders have no 
business being in the high school with 
seniors. I love that Dr. Parker does not like 
portable classrooms and recognizes how 
unsafe they are, this is refreshing to hear! 
However, the back up plan is a horrible 
solution. Too many options still on the table

Losing the current grade configuration but understand why it 
must happen.

Location of third elem? Traffic needs to be 
studied Potential costs, but that is a given. 

The back up plan. Moving 5th graders to an 
administrative building for one grade seems 
odd and 8th graders have no business 
being with seniors. Too many options still on the table

We will be at capacity for a while before implanting the plan 
No discussion of plan/approach on where to 
locate new grade school building

Understanding the budget process and 
how any new building will work

The back up plan could be messy.  What 
does that do to transportation? It all sounded good

Going over capacity in any building Additional elementary
Not convinced of a long term fiscal funding 
strategy.

I did not mind the Draft Plan. I think the 
backup plan seems difficult to see 
immediate benefits to the plan. However, I 
understand having to do what needs to be 
done in order to make things work 
effectively and understand it is not an end 
all be all. Not sure without fully processing

It looks like the IS will be at capacity when it opens. Is it really a 
sustainable solution if that’s the case?

That the finalization of the plan and ensuing 
construction of building hasn’t begun with 
such an influx of students coming The shortfall of revenue. The “back up” plan!

Hard to read all the details but Dr. Parker did a 
great job of explaining everything 

The implication of displacement of current students...being in 
the school they were hoping to be in. 

I would have liked to have heard research 
that supports an intermediate model and the 
benefits of that structure for students. 

Possible opposition from those that don’t 
have student when the referendum comes 
up. 

I DO NOT like the back up plan. Seems 
very fragmented and chaotic. Also there 
was no mention of the possibility of 
redistricting. 

Time line is too long, the buildings are already 
too full, without the future growth 

Portable Classrooms

No new buildings for the next few years, 
especially hard on the Middle School which 
is already at capacity 

I think passing a referendum will be 
difficult.  The Backup Plan! Honestly, I don’t have an answer



What do you like LEAST about the Draft Plan?

Reducing size of transfer students. 

The Middle School is still in need of 
desperate improvements to the Band, Choir, 
Cafeteria size, awful carpet, and cheap 
metal walls in most classes. The Money everything will cost eek! Backup plan Want it done sooner

Putting 8th grade in the high school 
I am not a fan of moving the schools. I am a 
proponent of building a new school. 

What if we can't afford it or the economy 
tanks.

The back-up plan and splitting of schools 
into different buildings makes me nervous 
about overstretching capacity and not 
meeting student needs in the best way 
possible. None

Options that could potentially cause kids to have higher 
classroom sizes. 

I do not like the idea of a freshman or senior 
center. I do not like the back up plan of 
putting the 5th grade in the admin building. Challenges of funding The last backup plan No dislikes 

The tightness of the middle school until buildings are built, 
although it is doable. Tax implications to make these changes The back-up plan grade configuration. Do nothing 

Keeping the current building configuration & not adding/building 
new buildings. 

Cutting corners and doing what we might. 
not want to do. As in not
Building a new school. Plan B/backup plan nothing

Cramming kids into multiple buildings if we can't build a new 
building Possible debt and needed referendum 

I'm not a fan of the backup plan....8th 
graders are not ready to be around high 
schoolers. Not being able to read the screen...

School set up

Whew-the cost. Or ANY of the backup 
plans.

How can we help communicate this to the 
community who may not be AS plugged 
into the school system? (Retired, no kids 
yet, or those sending their kids to other 
schools?) None

I don’t want to see 5th graders in the admin building with 
preschoolers which I realize is worse case scenario

Building a new school is expensive and will 
be very difficult to plan and manage on our 
tight overcrowding schedule. Nothing

Don’t like the mix of students together in the “don’t change 
anything” portion.

The possibility of a referendum.  I believe if 
this was "self financing" this would be 
better accepted. 

Nothing. I like all ideas presented. I’m glad the 
district is being proactive to tackle this before it 
becomes a problem. 

Potentially overfilling classes

I'm still a little confused about the finances 
and what all the debt will look like. I just 
need further clarification. N/a

Back up plan with 5th graders in admin and 8th graders in high 
school. Just feels like we are squeezing kids wherever they fit 
instead of having improper permanent solution. Too many 
buildings to keep track of when you have multiple children.

Disappointing to see “increment” included 
in the overall debt plan in order to maintain 
tax rate. Because this (based on my limited 
understanding) was due to prior financial 
issues decisions and In order to provide 
corrective action, it would be good to see 
how much debt could be raised excluding 
the tax rate for this component  - 

Would appreciate unde RSS tans how 
much of the long term plan is cash funded 
vs debt vs lcapitsl lease, etc 

Nothing
Keeping current configuration The cost! Nothing

8 grade at the high school.

This is just a general concern, but I hope 
the community understands the financial 
investment needed to support students. Nothing 

Having the 8th grade in the high school.
State funding issues that are not always in 
educations favor

I feel like everything sounds really thought out so 
I don’t have a “least”

Over crowding to make due Possibility of higher debt 

Doesn’t seem like staff members and their 
growth as educators were thought of. How can 
we help our teachers become better teachers 
while still growing in population and diversity.

The possible reconfiguration of grades to get by

Teacher salaries, teacher benefits, and 
teacher retention was not mentioned at all.  
Are administrative offices more important 
than teachers? 

Need to understand the process for adjusting if 
the economy changes and enrollment 
slows/declines. Bring group back together?

Adding students to the admin building 

I think you’re underestimating what it will 
take to get the community to approve a 
referendum. I wish we could slow down 
building any low income neighborhoods 
that aren’t really brining in any taxes. 

Wish I knew more-I just don’t know may way 
around this school/school district yet. Wondering 
if we are moving fast enough to accommodate 
growth-I’ve been in over crowded HSE and hope 
this school district can work ahead and maybe 
avoid some of the detrimental overcrowding 
issues.



What do you like LEAST about the Draft Plan?

Keep bldg usage the same 

Concern about the projected debt load with 
construction.  Does the superintendent 
really need an office "the size of a 
classroom?" Lots of layers to work through.

If we have to keep things as they are and spread students to all 
the different buildings. I don’t think it’s a good idea to move 
students around to so many buildings during their school career.

The majority of the information provided is 
the financial implications of growing. Did 
the demographers you contracted with 
provide what the profile or demographics 
of what these additional families most likely 
will look like? Subsequently, what shifts will 
need to be made to your current K-12 
programming to be responsive or address 
needs?

I would like to see plans before going to the 
board.  No surprises please.

That we just moved the kids from elementary to IS, admin got 
the building, and feels like those kids got the shaft for 6 years in 
a makeshift building Just to turn it back to an IS and no 
elementary for their younger siblings to go back to since 
admin/preschool/alt school is the one that got the nice new 
made over building

A lot of options were presented and it can make 
it difficult to make an informed decision.  A 
condensed version with the top 2-3 solutions 
voted on by the committee of 50 might make 
more sense for the general public. Those 
wanting more info can reference the detailed 
version. 

My concern is that those 5th graders will not be treated like 6th 
graders. Developmentally 5th graders still need support to be 
successful and cannot be expected to be mini adults. Keep the 
focus on what’s best for kids- and keep the whole child first and 
foremost when the intermediate opens. Don’t turn them into 
middle schoolers at age 10. 

I would have like to have learned more about 
how each break down effects the students as a 
whole person.  

The creative plan in worst case scenario with 5th grade being in 
the Admin building. 

That the solutions didn’t seem to offer clear 
insight into the direction the school is going.  
Seems that it should be a little more focused at 
this point in the process if presenting to the 
Board in a few weeks.

My kiddo having to go all the way up to Fortville for Intermediate 
school, she already gets up at 5:45 to catch the bus to MCE

There's A LOT to look at and consider. So much 
data to filter through 

Kids in same house may be all in different schools. It is 
comforting as a parent to know they have a sibling looking out 
for them and close by. 

We are going to have to suck up for for a few 
years before we get some relief.

The idea of portals doesn’t appeal to me either.

It won’t affect my child as she will graduate 
before we see changes, but I’m excited for the 
opportunity it provides our future kids. 

Current elem kids end up in overcrowded schools in both 
elementary and then intermediate. Some kids never affected, 
others for half their education. 

I honestly think it is the best for our district, our 
students and our staff. 

The constant change. Will it be a lot for our students and staff to 
experience renovations and possible building changes ever 2-3 
years? I don’t like the idea of leaving things as they are. 

The schools will get a little crowded, but it can’t be helped. 

The growth shows only upward.  The district built 
FES back on 2010 and the growth took 9 years.  
What is the plan if the growth stops?  I hope this 
does not happen,  but what if?  Last time this left 
the district in a bad position.

Does not allow for transition for high schools to prepare last 
year for college.  

Havent heard about an efficiency study being 
done about current expenditures (redundant 
emplyee positions, contracts with outside 
vendors, etc.)

Possibly of 5th grade being isolated in the admin building.  A 
new building is definitely needed especially with all of the new 
developments popping up.

No plans for sports resources/venues as we 
grow. 

My biggest concern as a staff member are class sizes while 
waiting for the plan to be executed. In addition, the back up plan 
of sending 5th grade to the admin building is not appealing to 
me. Specifics as to which schools would be affected.
How close to capacity we will be for a couple years
8th graders at the high school
8th grade back in the high school
High class numbers/capacity in the years prior to any plans 
being in action
Overcrowding at the middle school could become a serious 
issue before a growth plan is launched.
The Plan B where grade 5 would be at the admin with preschool 



What do you like LEAST about the Draft Plan?
I do not want 8th grade in high school or 5 th grade in admin 
building.
8th grade moved to the high school & kindergarten moved to 
the admin/early Ed bldg. 8th graders should not be at the same 
schooling as a senior no matter how “secluded” it will be 
presented. I am not a fan of having kindergarten in a separate 
building either as it is just one more move the student will have 
to adjust to after a full year of getting adjusted to its school. 
8th grade in high school
Ever going over capacity in any building.  I did not see anything 
in the plan about increasing staff at the current buildings when 
student popululations increase.   
So much splitting up and 8th grade being at high school
Moving the kids around again. We should provide our kids a 
stable school environment 
I do not agree with moving 5th grade to the admin building.   I 
would much rather see pre k and kindergarten in that building 
and keep 5th in the elementary school buildings. 

I also do not agree with moving 8th grade to the high school 
either.
It looks like all options still have at least one option that leads to 
a school reaching capacity.  Is this intentional to account for 
variance in projections?
The first 2 years showed only having 2 elementaries, but the 
other document showed no changes for those years. Not sure if 
it was its impossible to show no change for those two years on 
that table since it needed to show numbers for the intermediate 
in future years. 
Moving to a pk-k early learning model. 
Maybe one more screen to see previous screens to go back to. 
Having to move schools 
5&6 grades seem too large to solve with remod. Tough age for 
kids to be packed in small capacity 
Not a fan of 8th in high school or using the admin building for 
additional grades. 
Couldn’t read many of the numbers in the charts. Will ha e to 
look them later at home. I am definitely not in favor of the last 
scenario given, where pk/k and 5th graders are in the admin 
building, and kids are “stuffed” wherever we can fit them. 
Potential for Avg. class size increases 
Changing schools so much from 5/6 and then again 7/8 and 
again 9-12. A lot for young kids. My kid will be in the middle of 
the transition and concerned about all of the change with that 
age. They struggle with change the most. 
I think putting 8th grade back in the high school would not be a 
good idea. There is too much age difference.
Nothing really except maybe moving pre k and k together in 
admin building
An immediate shift to 5-6 making only 2 elementary schools 
until new build. Also did not like plan if no building occurs. 5 and 
6 in different building. 7 and 8 in different buildings. 
Busing elementary kids from fortville to mccordsville. Traffic is 
bad in front of mccordsville elementary. 
I don’t like the idea of not keeping class sizes small and not 
building new schools for all the growth that is occurring. 



What other ideas should we consider related to our 
future building grade level configurations?

Concern for Students Building/Renovations Grade Configurations/Capacity Financial Responsibility Staffing Athletics Transportation/Parking Plans/Thoughts

What’s best for all students Adding more space in elementary 6th grade campus in admin building. 
Cost would be the most important factor without 
compromising education

How special ed is serviced in all buildings, 
what happens if our growth is faster than 
projected...or not as much?

How are we supporting the maintenance 
staff? With more buildings, I’m assuming we 
will add more staff there too. They are 
awesome, but overwhelmed as it is.

How would logistics work with the athletic 
teams.  For example would a freshman be able 
to play on varsity if they are in different 
buildings. Traffic.  Roads. Safety  service departments NA

Just making sure it’s the best for kids. Nothing. I like adding an elementary school

Are we pushing limits on capacity too far 
before taking action on switch to intermediate 
& new elementary building?

Transportation costs and how to reduce them by 
building neighborhood schools. 

What can we do to add additional teacher 
aid/support staff with the anticipated class size 
growth. 

I like the idea of large campus with shared 
facilities like sports fields Transportation. Times and drop offs 

More conservative options. Explore expense 
reduction options. 

Do anything possible to not have to use portables. Property owned at southern end of school district

Bad idea to have 8th graders in same building 
as seniors. Parking and drop off need to be 
addressed. 

Anything that is affordable. I do like the idea of 
putting  money  into current buildings to bring 
them up to date with hvac and roofing etc. if there 
is a way to use all the current buildings more 
efficiently and not build a whole new school that 
would be fantastic. I support the choices made 
either way of those that are in charge :)

Staffing - how will you make the pay 
marketable to keep staff. Turnover 

Dr Parker mentioned parking and that's a big 
one for all schools. I would also like to see 
competitive wages for our teachers so we keep 
the great teachers we have, so that needs to 
factor in to cost. I like maturity levels being 
grouped together better. I think 5th doesn't 
really belong well in the elementary and 6th 
doesn't really belong well in the middle school. None

When we inevitably do this, it will be incredibly 
important to transition students thoughtfully. I’ve worked 
at many school districts and we always saw a dip in 
behaviors and scores when kids switched buildings.

Utilizing the current administration building as a 
school Class sizes- always

What is difference in cost to build school building 
for older kids vs building new admin, 
transportation, pre-K, etc and use old elementary 
building?  This building may be too outdated to 
be option, but just a thought.  

Staffing required to support plan and how to 
recruit, retain necessary staff.  Did you include 
staff costs in financial impact/needs?

Transportation routes/times? 
Do they make the most sense for our KIDS? 
Current housing development and 
redistribution of new kids? Na

Least possible disruption for students How we can push HS reno until after IS and MS

Does this plan allow for class sizes to remain 
at an acceptable level in the interim before a 
new school would be built. 

How does the future growth and expansion of 
600 N play into tax dollars and other State 
support? What have other schools who have 
contemplated similar growth done and what do 
they regret not doing or regret doing?

Teacher shortage? If we continue as a state to 
pay less for teachers, are they going to leave 
the industry?

Logistics of students and traffic in community.  
Do not have the infrastructure for increase of 
2000 currently. None 

How the building movement will affect our students.
No early learning center.  Do all you can to limit 
the transitions of kids into different schools. 

Don’t overcrowd the classroom. I teach 5th 
grade in downtown Indianapolis with 20 kids 
per class. 
I love it and I would love to keep a class size 
for my future kids at the same level. 

We should consider revenue generating ideas 
where possible.

I think the police staff that is posted in the 
middle school and high school should be able 
to view live camera footage of the the 
elementary school, to aid in faster emergency 
response. 

More buses, traffic flows,  gyms, sports field to 
keep up with the growth - these are big factors 
to keep some people coming around.  Another 
key thing to remember is to keep the things we 
love about this community. We moved here for 
the small town feeling, farm life , etc. NA

What is the best for the educational experience of the 
children at each building Utilization of existing executive building

Grade sizes
Allowing parents to participate at school 
activities 
Additional transportation needs
Additional funds for teachers to use for 
supplies for classrooms
Additional room for the arts programs

How can we still allow for contract growth for 
our teachers? Will teacher pay lock or is their 
room for growth for them?

More sensible parking. It is horrible at the HS 
and MS.

Banning further housing developments to reduce 
growth. 

The middle school years are hard, please don’t move 
these kids all around in multiple buildings including high 
school. We need intermediate and middle but not too 
much other options K/pre K in 1 building plus an intermediate school 

You should absolutely consider keeping grade 
levels together in the same building if they are 
supposed to be in a “school” together. 
Basically, the back-up plan is scary. Splitting 
5&6 between two buildings and 7&8 between 
two buildings and disrupting the high school in 
the process is very unsettling. I very much 
hope that more thought goes into the back-up 
plan. 

Roads and traffic. Need to look at new road 
and/or expanding current roads. Stop lights, 
crosswalks, lighting, etc. We are adding 
neighborhoods and schools on the same main 
access road to the schools. Not just traffic, but 
for emergency services to be able to get in and 
out better. 

I can’t think of anything. Everything I am concerned 
about has already been addressed. 

Size of classrooms 
I think the plan is good for future with 5-6 
intermediate. 

Having the 8th grade at the admin building 
emphasizesing high school readiness. Nothing

Control the amount of students in the classroom. 
Teachers with an over abundance of students aren't 
capable of that one on one that some students may 
need

Use existing facilities as much as possible to limit 
construction costs and give the best bang for the 
buck. 

High school population will be getting close to 
capacity very soon as well None that I can think of. 

What is the social emotional impact on students when 
they transition more often? Adding and Intermediate 
School/using the back up plan adds more transitions for 
students and how will that affect them. Stay with intermediate configuration 

I like the configurations with the intermediate 
school being added. I like making FES into the 
IS and building a new elementary. I think your 
team is doing well in thinking of solutions. I think the options we have are fine 

Younger students in the same building with the 
alternative students 6th grade academy 

How much space is left in the admin/pre-
k/alternative school?  Is there only enough 
space for 1 whole district grade level (the 
example was grade 5).   Why not put K in there 
to begin with temporarily and still move 8 to HS 
(temporarily).  I don’t think it makes sense to 
separate IS grades and MS grades (although I 
realize I suggested that by moving 8 back to 
HS).  No additional

 Looking at efficiency of staff and administration. What 
is  the best configuration for our kids to learn and be 
successful. Align with current configurations 

Families with multiple children. Some 
configurations show there could possibly be 
several buildings that our children will be in. arts facilities 

Being mindful that changing things for younger kids is 
harder socially and emotionally. Adjustment to HS first, 
then MS and then ES if absolutely necessary.

Keep developmentally appropriate grades 
together 

I love the grade level ideas and with my own 
children at HSE I loved having the small 
progression with the interemidate school and 
junior high. I feel like this helped them 
gradually increase in independence and 
responsibility. Focus on long term solutions, not temporary. 

Differences in maturity levels between certain grade 
levels when putting them together Need to keep an alternative school in the plan. 

Fill every seat in every building before new 
construction No additional



What other ideas should we consider related to our 
future building grade level configurations?
Families can be sensitive to younger and older students 
occupying the same space (I.e 8th graders with 
seniors). Have there been conversations on how you 
potentially would merge younger and older students 
and differentiate the school environments with 6-8 vs. a 
5-6?

Better utilization of the current pre-K/alt school/ 
Administration building. This could be a the new 
elementary school by a remodel. See below. 

Consider looking at revisiting school start times 
and how that will change with the new grade 
level configurations. Plan on allowing for 
building additions with any new construction of 
new school buildings. NA

Ensuring that students are in a building that is designed 
and geared toward them. Would it be appropriate to 
have 5th grade students learning in a building that has 
been geared toward preschool students for the past 
several years? If an option such as moving 5th grade to 
the admin building or keeping FES in its current 
location were determined to be the best choice, what 
upgrades and changes would be made to make these 
buildings appropriate for the grade level? How timely 
would these changes be made? Freshman academy if necessary 

It would be best to keep Grade 8 at the middle 
school- not the high school. Course programming

How can we transition students from one building to 
another that will maintain high levels of excellence 
within each building?  How can we ensure that these 
transitions, regardless of the building configurations, 
have high quality teachers that want to educate the 
whole child?  While I know we are growing and need 
new facilities, we also need HIGH QUALITY teachers. 
How can we achieve both?

Are there any other facilities in Fortville or 
McCordsville in which another entity is moving out 
of that could be retrofitted into a district facility. For 
instance..can we buy and renovate an existing 
building for admin and renovate admin for full 
academic usage.

K-6 elementary 7-8 middle school 9th grade 
center 10-12 high school N/a

How the building movement will affect our students. Over capacity timing with new plan

Keep elementary schools 1st thru 4th
Intermediate 5th and 6th
Middle 7th and 8th
High school 9 thru 12 Not sure

I think isolating any grade from others would not be 
beneficial for those kids. Ie) 5th grade in Admin 
building. Building another high school

Is pre-k a requirement ? What is the loss/gain if 
the school doesn’t offer pre-K ? (Seems like full 
population may not be served by pre-k unless 
transportation is included) Nothing

I’d like for you to consider the effect of students moving 
from building to building and if that transiency has a 
negative impact when additional schools are added. 

Do not dismiss an early learning center. These 
have specialized facilities for these age groups. 
Combine resources such as sharing a large 
kitchen between intermediate and new elementary 
school

Moving district lines again to level out student 
numbers This plan seems like the best plan.

Keeping a safe balance of age groups should be 
prioritized. 

A new admin building with a renovation of the 
current administration building 

Moving Kindergarten to a building with 
preschool and bringing 6th grade back to 
elementary level None

Keeping maturity level kids at same schools Where would a new elementary school be built? Number of students Like it all

I think that there should also be thought in comparing 
how our students performed (emotional growth and 
academic growth)when we had an intermediate school 
vs not having one to determine the academic benefit of 
going back to an intermediate school option. 

Add a 2nd middle school to expand your 
compacity for those grades 6-8

One reason I became a teacher in Mt. Vernon 
compared to my previous district was the 
respect for class sizes for students and staff. I 
have been fortunate enough to feel as though I 
better know my students because there are so 
few of them compared to my previous teaching 
experience. I always think that growth in class 
sizes is important to consider. Not only are we 
considering making reconfigurations to 
buildings and grade levels, but I think it’s 
important to look at individual grade levels and 
make necessary decisions regarding numbers 
of classrooms for each grade level in order to 
keep class sizes down. Not sure yet

I think it is important that when implementing an 
intermediate school, it doesn’t lose the feel of an upper 
elementary. Rushing them to prepare for middle school 
puts too much stress on the students and causes 
issues for administration and staff. Allowing students to 
feel the elementary style of teaching as long as 
possible seems to be key to keeping children from 
trying to grow up too soon, encourages parent 
involvement longer and in turn, brings in more support 
and funds along the way.  

Additions/renovation to current buildings vs. new 
building construction Possible redistricting of students.  None

Minimizing transitions for students in the process of 
building and/or renovating because every year is 
important in regard to student progress and growth.

Are you going to reuse the same building plan for 
the next school or create more work designing a 
totally new building?

Possibly making the intermediate school 4,5, 
and 6 Not sure. 

Please do not forget what students need to learn.......an 
adequate environment is a must. If there is not enough 
space, kids will get distracted, angry, frustrated, and 
bored, which will bring more problems then good. I just 
hope there is a solution that allows the numbers to 
remain manageable for a child to learn. 

As the buildings are expanded, will we also be 
incorporating additional offerings to enrich 
learning opportunities? As the school system 
grows, we will have a larger student body to 
accommodate and we will need to increase the 
diversity of programming through additional 
offerings. Predicted class sizes None at this time

Possibly adding learning or classes specifically for the 
kids that are currently integrated in classrooms but 
cause so many distractions and pauses in learning for 
others due to autism, mental health, etc. 

Build another elem. keep elem at k-5, 6-8, build a 
freshman school, 10-12

See previous answer. Please don’t put 5th 
grade and preschool in the admin building. :) Not sure



What other ideas should we consider related to our 
future building grade level configurations?

Releasing older grades before the younger grades to 
provide relief for parents regarding after school care. 

Building another middle school and making 
capacity improvements to all the other schools 
and buildings. Last time we projected growth and 
built a intermediate school it failed to grow the way 
we planned. A new middle school is highly over 
due. It is tiny for the size of our community. The 
elementary students already feel like less of a 
important part of MV so to add another I think is 
detriment to the students.

Since 3rd grade is the start of the state testing 
grades, it would be nice to separate grade 
levels between grades 2 & 3. Consider a 
school just for all the K-2 students. Primary 
needs are very different from grades 3 and up. I can't think of anything

School age interaction, language programs, and school 
activities programs (space and instructors)

Buildings should fit the needs of the students they 
serve. They should be developmentally 
appropriate for the ages of students in them. If 
whole child is a top priority, how can the 
architecture and construction of the school 
support the whole child.

The last backup plan is not great. It would be 
silly to put pre-k and 5th grade together in the 
same building while K stayed where it is. I 
believe that 5th grade needs to stay with 
regular elementary. You have to think about 
5th grade graduation, it’s nice for the students 
and staff to see one another to the end vs 
seeing them for one year and then their gone. Practical but yet accommodating needs and growth

School hours would be of some concern. Adding 
another grade configuration would possibly mean an 
additional drop off/pick up time, which could make it 
more difficult to manage for families with kids in multiple 
grades.

Being able to adequately staff all areas AND offer 
benefits to all support staff.
Renovations to the middle school should include 
restrooms, FACS room, art room, adding more 
restrooms, adding science lab rooms for all grade 
levels, increasing the size of the cafeteria and 
retro-fitting all areas that are not ADA accessible, 
and finding ways to add more parking

The LIFE center and where it will go. It works 
well not being in the high school building. None

School start/end times if an intermediate school gets 
added.

Consider proximity of new elementary school to 
current.  The community of FES and those that 
live close to downtown Fortville is strong.  Would 
love to see that stay.  

The Plan B is concerning. It offers too many 
transitions and won’t create and sense of 
community and unity with 5th grade being 
isolated. It would almost make sense at that 
point to have an early learning center with prk/k 
and have 5-6 in the elementary schools. N/a

Expansion to each building without adding a new 
building. More virtual classes. Changing Block 4 at the HS.
Have you thought of adding a second middle 
school and maybe adding 5-8th in that building? 
Having wings for each grade level etc. Unsure
What land is available to construct new Fortville 
elementary Staggered start times. The rest of plan is fine 
Where the community is experiencing growth so 
that the new building will be able to effectively 
handle the growth, including the vast real estate 
this school district serves. I like the options that have been presented. 
Where to build no other current thoughts
I’m not sure if the school owes the head start 
building, but could PK move there to open up 
classrooms in admin? None
If a new elementary school is not built in the 
coming years, consider making renovations to the 
current school to make it feel more appropriate for 
K-4 students. I can’t think of anything
If a new elementary school is not feasible, 
displacing 5th grade in the administration building 
and 8th graders in high school is still not a great 
plan. A better back up plan should be found. 

A permanent solution is better than temporary 
ones. Thank you for your hard work and 
explanations! 

If we need space, how about the administration in 
portables rather than student so we can use 
existing buildings to manage growth. Ask teachers for their thoughts and opinions. 
Is it possible to add a 2nd level to the middle 
school? Can’t think of any not already suggested 
Is it possible to renovate elenentaries to 
accommodate growth?
Can the former Fortville Elementary be renovated 
and used for more than it is now?

Based on current residential construction—-is this 
plan in alignment with that growth? With 
introduction of the town center is there details on 
potential organic growth driven by that?

Location of any new construction N/a
Location of future school buildings N/a
Location of new elementary school I don't know
Using other buildings or community spaces while 
growing and renovating?  Not sure if this is 
feasible or something schools are allowed to do. I don’t know at this time.
Using the admin building for students while a new 
school is being built so that portables aren’t 
needed

I feel like everything I can personally think of has 
been touched on.  Great job!

Utilize admin building for pk and k I feel like you’ve thought of everything!
We need to keep the renovation of the MS pool in 
mind. I think the best ideas are already covered.
We talked about building an elementary. I did not 
hear enough about the next step-moving to middle 
school & junior high I assume. How fast does that 
happen? I think the current plans cover all the possibilities.
Maybe add onto the preschool and put kg with 
them. Then add on to Fortville Elementary and put 
1-3rd grade on one half of the building and 4-6th 
grade on the other half. Then keep 7th and 8th 
grade in the middle school. I think the plan is though.



What other ideas should we consider related to our 
future building grade level configurations?

New buildings must happen.   The solution that 
was given if no buildings were built would be a 
disaster. 

I think you addressed many of them already- traffic, 
location, parking. 

Not sure how we would not need to add
On to the high school or are we ok in that 
capacity? 

I think you guys have covered everything, thank 
you!

Placement of new building. To help with 
congestion (parents crossing multiple time just to 
pick up drop off)put new building north of railroad 
to reduce #of times crossed. Combine it with new 
fire station or park to  help with cost

very thorough overview; all my considerations 
covered 

Previous demographic projections have been 
incorrect (ex recommended MS reno vs new scho 
and we are at same crunch point)

Flexibility- given what we’ve already had to adjust 
to (elementary kids using tall water fountains and 
lockers, 8th grade in HS building), consider flexible 
buildings that can grow with us or be reconfigured. 
One more building seems short term, will we need 
another 5 years later?

Remodeling existing building to add space

How are other top schools addressing same issue? 
How can mt vernon add more unique classroom 
experiences ?

Schools need fixed...especially the middle school. 
The MS is so poor that our community should be 
embarrassed. Those walls make learning almost 
impossible. 

Important to keep the small town feel and not be 
just a number. This is why we came to MV. 

The admin building has a lot of space in it.   The 
offices are large and can be classrooms.   If 
portables are needed  I suggest putting the offices 
in the portables.  This would show servant 
leadership and would free the space for kids.  

Maybe just give two or three options instead of 4-5 
options.   Maybe go into more detail about how the 
district is going to grow. Is it just from more 
subdivision or more development in Fortville, 
Cumberland and Mt Comfrot area. 
No ideas at this time
No new ideas.
No suggestions 
None
None. I feel like the committee covered all 
options/ideas.
Seems like you got it under control.
The back up is legitimate but very scary if it 
becomes a reality. 



*Not Required - Please share any additional information related to our 
future growth.

Plans/Thoughts
Transfer Students/

Redistricting Buildings/Renovations Grade Configurations Staffing/Programs Financial Responsibility Transportation/Traffic

Appreciate the school district and am in full support of the plan and 
have confidence in the committee. Any plans to redistrict in the near future

Building a new smaller administration 
building might be cheaper than building 
new school.   Utilize the administrative 
building

As far as whole child is considered, I feel that 
freshman are the ones that aren’t quite old 
enough to be with seniors but also outgrowing 
junior high stage. So it makes sense to me for 
them to have there own school to transition and 
they have their own sports teams separate 
from junior high and high school sports. In 
addition, I believe that 5th graders would do 
better one more year in elementary before 
transitioning with 8th graders and not changing 
so many schools. 

How will the district compete with IPS 
since they just increased their teachers 
salaries

Do we really need an International 
Program? Can someone explain that? 
Everyone knows how it was misused 
by the previous administration, so it 
may make community members feel 
that the school board is being more 
responsible. 

Are plans being made regarding 
transportation for this growth?

Be very careful in projective growth another great resdecion or another 
911 can really limit residential needs 

As a parent of a transfer student it is very stressful 
every year worrying if my son will be accepted. It 
would be nice if they could be grandfathered in 
after being at MV for so many years. Obviously 
there should be a requirement of good grades and 
no disciplinary actions. 

Bus barn in old boat storage facility. Is the 
Performance Enhancement Center 
required as is now and in the future?

I think we should consider how we can try not 
to shift kids around year to year to different 
buildings till we can get enough money to meet 
all our goals. I think constantly moving 
buildings is not in the best interest of our kids 
and should be a last resort until we have a plan 
to get them in their permanent school base. 

I am curious if you are planning on 
additional economic services provided 
for our school families? Food Pantry, 
Parenting classes for behavior 
issues....

Does financial charts for next 10 years 
account for pay increases for 
teachers? Or is that based on state 
funds given?

As much as increasing size for kids is 
important, I’m excited to hear that 
concern around traffic is on top of list.  
This is such a dangerous situation at 
all of our schools.  

Competent planning

Does having out of district students require the 
need for more classrooms or schools? Is it fair for 
the community to pay for the education for out of 
district students, if  additional schools are needed 
to  educate them, Consider upgrading current facilities 

One thing I’ve really liked for my kids is the 
small classroom sizes. This has gone to the 
wayside as we’ve grown. My daughter’s 
highschool classes have upwards of 35, or 
more, students in the class. 

How will the plans for development of 
downtown McCordsville impact the 
school system? With the staffing of a 
new building, will there be a lot of 
higher if inexperienced teachers and 
how will that impact our students 
learning? 

I’m concerned with the possibility of a 
referendum because we have had a 
very difficult time convincing the 
community members not a part of the 
school community (i.e. not kids in 
schools) to buy into the need to invest 
in our schools.

Tackle the traffic issues before any 
new construction.   Look at current 
infrastructure around current 
campuses.  Safety additions of stop 
lights around schools when in session.   
Favor the intermediate concept and 
updating     HS, JR High, add new 
elementary 

Consider parents who work as it seems decision are made with thought 
everyone has stay at home parent

If redistricting is considered, i feel it makes sense 
to move people south, East or west of 
McCordsville Elementary to Mt Comfort. Mt.
Comfort seems to be the slowest growing. 

Convert current preschool building to new 
elementary. Build a smaller Admin building. 
I think that will decrease overall 
expenditure. 

How are other athletic facilities 
impacted?

Referendums are great and success in 
our schools are reflected In home 
prices. So home owners will reap the 
benefits by increased value 

Traffic to and from school can be 
dangerous at times...  needs 
improvement. 

Continue to seek community input and continued sharing of data

I don’t think we need to be like HSE and constantly 
be redistributing, but what if tweaks need to be 
made for certain neighborhoods?

Find some church space and lease what 
you need

I would like to see what this would do 
to the athletic teams as far as size 

The first referendum barely passed. I 
could see another one not going over 
well. If they’re going to continue to 
allow a million warehouses then 
maybe they should be donating back 
to our schools. They don’t bring new 
people into the community. Also more 
nicer housing vs low income housing 
would improve the tax money coming 
in. 
I’d love for current transfers in good 
standing to not have to worry about 
applying every year. 

We need crosswalk light between 
middle school and high school. 
Someone is going to get killed. 
Especially at night for events. It would 
be nice to have a push button 
crosswalk with lights. It is so dark 
there. 

Future  growth is a given and we must look ahead while at the same 
time providing improvements to  current state - would appreciate seeing 
how plans to provide the best education in the future is tied to the goal 
and need to have all schools receiving A rating 

What happens if there would be another economic 
downturn as happened in 2008?  Just a possibly 
that should be considered.   Will transfers be 
allowed to stay once they start here as the number 
of transfers goes down?

I don’t think it would be wise to do nothing. 
Cramming kids into spaces to just avoid 
spending money is not a viable long range 
plan. Referendums are hard, but I believe 
we are in a different place now and the 
community would likely get behind it. 

Increase teacher pay for quality 
teachers.
Add a life skills class at high school 
level that teaches kids “everything they 
need to know of how to be an adult” for 
example, taxes, personal finance 
class, applying for scholarships, etc. 
our kids leave High school prepared 
for their future but not on a personal 
level

What would happen if we hit another 
recession like we did in 2009 / 2010?  
We had a lot of turn over in our 
subdivision and I know that 
McCordsville Elementary took a little 
longer to open and get to capacity. 

Good job 

Would redistricting happen soon? Because some 
schools are already crowded.  I know some 
parents are worried.  

I like the idea of moving FES back to an 
intermediate school. Why spend money to 
refurbish that school to make it friendlier for 
younger kids while also spending money to 
create a school that looks just like that 
one? Just create a new elementary. I want 
to see continued small class sizes. We 
don't live in Fishers or Lawrence for a 
reason. 

Make sure to keep advertising for 
teachers.  Teacher shortages is a real 
thing!!!!!! 

What kinds of further cuts might result 
from a potential dialed referendum if 
growth and costs continue to rise?

Great job in presenting the complex information. Very informative. 

I like the plan where we are fully leveraging 
all existing buildings with the expectation 
we are building/saving money to help pay 
for future growth/expansion.

More diversity among the teaching and 
administrative staff. 



*Not Required - Please share any additional information related to our 
future growth.

Great job.   Consider flex schedule for high school students near 
graduation.    Getting community involved in aspects as times goes by 
for changes.    Keep developing and economics changes.   

I totally agree with expanding the middle 
school band and chior facilities.  The fact 
that this was not chosen over a new 
fieldhouse when the last renovation was 
done sends the wrong message to 
students, staff, and community that sports 
are more valued in our corporation than 
everyday classroom needs.  

Please hire experienced teachers, not 
just new “inexpensive” hires.  Please 
seek the community for road and traffic 
problems to be addressed. Please don’
t build on a major road that will back up 
rush hour traffic. Promote how great 
the bus drivers are to get more kids on 
the bus and out of the car rider lines! 

Great presentation.
New elementary in north west corner of 
district 

Reducing support staff and redirecting 
those funds towards expanded teacher 
staff

Growth is happening today, time line seems to long to properly house 
future students 

New elementary REALLY needs to be set 
up to service growing severe special ed 
population. Current elementary schools are 
ok, but definitely need some work.

Talking to community members and 
neighbors- will a referendum really pass? I’
m not sure. Especially when we have 
BACK the money before. (Please never 
give back money in the future!)

Teacher salary and support staff — we 
have a fantastic plan for physical 
growth; what is the plan to recruit and 
retain teachers and support staff with 
competitive compensation for quality 
instruction 

Growth only continues if the economy remains strong. We just came off 
a decade of almost zero growth and it can happen again. 

Possibly locate either new elementary or 
intermediate school in southern part of 
corporation

We also need to have a plan to deal 
with the increase in diversity as our 
school continues to grow.  How do we 
account for additional cultural 
competency trainings that is absolutely 
imperative if we want to continue on a 
path of providing high quality 
education.  How does that factor into 
the operational and educational costs?  
How will teachers account for and help 
reduce achievement gaps between 
race and ethnicity as our school 
continues to grow?

Hope that those projecting the growth realize this part of Hancock 
County will soon experience the fastest growth in the metro area for a 
large variety of reasons, including the solid reputation of the school 
system.

thoughts on where new building would go? 
Does district already have land? Where is 
the growth happening most?

While the students are the main priority 
I still think that taking care of our 
teachers and IAs financially and with 
benefits is also highly beneficial. If we 
do not take care of our staff we will not 
be able to keep people to teach and 
care for our students. 

I appreciate the eye toward the future but also grew up in a school 
system that seemed constantly under construction in the late 90s in 
Perry Towmship. I think the growth in the community requires 
something to be done, but not.excitrd about my kids potential.tially 
having to deal with construction during elementary, middle, and HS.

When building the new elementary school, 
please consider what tables and chairs you 
put in the cafeteria to fit their heights. Also 
consider the locations of the special 
education classrooms in the school- it 
would be nice if they were all in one spot. 

I appreciate the info. I’m glad we are growing and I am very happy to 
hear that as of now, this won’t effect taxes too much in our area. We 
are new to the area and are excited to be a part of a growing 
community, but urge you to please not sacrifice our kids, our teachers, 
or our community. Keep teacher pay competitive and make sure they 
are appreciated. I’d like to consider applying for jobs here in the district 
for the 2020-2021 school year. I am very impressed with what I see and 
I can see that you have all done massive amounts of work to get us 
here. Thank your for the information. 

Feel free to contact me for more input. 

Zachbrubaker88@gmail.com
I believe welcoming the kids into the discussion would be a great idea. 
They are indeed #1 in priority, we should never underestimate the 
creativity and input. Plus, it can be a valuable point of view. "Jr 
Committee" or "Jr. Board"
I can tell a lot of thought, consideration and research has gone into this 
Draft Plan. I am looking forward to seeing what is decided and how MV 
grows as a district. 
I have a freshman & 5th grader. I am currently very happy with most 
aspects of their education. I would hate to see either of them have to 
“sacrifice” anything because our school has grown too big, too fast. So I 
really appreciate how much thought & effort is going in to this planning; 
and also how much the school is relying on the community’s input. 



*Not Required - Please share any additional information related to our 
future growth.
I really appreciate having the ability to come to these meetings and help 
with decisions about the future of our school system.   
I see why this is all tough to figure out. We are sticking with MV and 
know the choices made will be in best decision for all students 
I think investing in our school district is imperative and will show my 
support at the polls! 
Keep doing the excellent work that is being done for our kids. I 
appreciate the staff so much!! My kids are in 1st and 3rd grade and I 
look forward to the upcoming growth and change whatever it may be :) 
thanks for all you do!!!! 
Let’s go! 
Like avoiding portables 
Look at how schools can be better connected via infrastructure (biking 
and walking specifically) to the community. 
Looking forward to hearing the outcome of the Boards decision. I think 
the committee did a great job. 
Love that the Superintendent will be living in the district
None
Please keep diversity in mind and ensure we aren't keeping groups of 
people out of MV schools.
Please let me know how I can be more involved.
Reach out more to those in district residents sending their kids to other 
county schools, such as Greenfield, cultivate your community as much 
as you cultivate transfers
Recession? If we have one, what do we do after we’ve committed to 
our growth analysis and the growth dies? 
Sharing with local town goals? Fortville & McCordsville
Sooner is going to be less costly than later.
Super excited about the future of the MV school system.
Thank you for considering how important it is to ensure a safe and 
healthy environment for our students. Something that may seem 
surface level or simple such as improving the HVAC systems for a 
clean, healthy and breathable place to learn is so very important! 
Thank you for making clean air a priority and recognizing portables are 
a terrible solution. 
Thank you for planning ahead and keeping tax payers in mind.
Thank you to all who have participated. This is an important topic and I 
appreciate that the community has been involved in these 
conversations. 
Thanks to everyone involved in creating the plan!
The backup plan is frightening for our students. 
Well done MVCC process!  A lot of thought and collaboration is clearly 
evident. 
You are all doing great!
What would the next mascot be?  
What if student growth doesn’t meet expectations?



Timestamp Please share your association(s) with MVCSC.  Click all that apply.What do you like MOST about the Draft Plan?What do you like LEAST about the Draft Plan?What other ideas should we consider related to our future building grade level configurations?*Not Required - Please share any additional information related to our future growth.
1/21/2020 19:46:44 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff MemberI like that 5/6 would be togetherMoving to FES for Intermediate What’s best for all students 
1/21/2020 19:47:16 Current Staff Member The depth of information. I don’t feel in the dark. The what if’s. Just making sure it’s the best for kids.
1/21/2020 19:47:21 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Adding an intermediate schoolKeeping things they way they are Nothing. I like adding an elementary school
1/21/2020 19:47:22 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff MemberK-4 5-6 7-8 and 9-12 Students all over the placeNA
1/21/2020 19:47:28 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityMaintenance of building capacities Tax implications and assumptions of growth and tax income. More conservative options. Explore expense reduction options. 
1/21/2020 19:47:32 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityIntermediate school additionThe backup plan None
1/21/2020 19:47:33 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityThe effort going in to the decision.Possibly of referendum Na
1/21/2020 19:47:47 Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon Community, Member of Civic Organization serving Mt. Vernon CommunityAdding capacity at lower grade levels Not sure... None 
1/21/2020 19:47:51 Current Staff Member The variety of options The uncertainty of what would be bestAdding more space in elementary 
1/21/2020 19:47:54 Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon CommunityReopening the intermediate schoolLast backup plan presented.   Very confusing NA
1/21/2020 19:48:03 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon Community, Member of Civic Organization serving Mt. Vernon Community, Member of a Mt. Vernon School Booster OrganizationIntermediate school option 5th grade at admin bldg Property owned at southern end of school district
1/21/2020 19:48:05 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)I like the idea of having a new elementary school and using Fortville elementary as the new intermediate school. I do not like the idea of having to pass referendum. Do anything possible to not have to use portables. 
1/21/2020 19:48:08 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityThe grade configurations if we build a new elementary The cost Utilizing the current administration building as a school
1/21/2020 19:48:09 Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityIntermediate School How late we are renovating IS and MSHow we can push HS reno until after IS and MS

1/21/2020 19:48:10 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)That their is talk of plans
The schools
Will be changing again. We’ve had 4 kids go through this school system and it has been a different configuration for each of themBanning further housing developments to reduce growth. 

1/21/2020 19:48:12 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)How thorough and well thought out it seems to be. I think I like the idea most about doing the intermediate school. N/a I can’t think of anything. Everything I am concerned about has already been addressed. 
1/21/2020 19:48:19 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff MemberResponsible Hope the community will get on board and fund it. Nothing Let’s go! 
1/21/2020 19:48:19 Current Staff Member, Member of Civic Organization serving Mt. Vernon CommunityI like that many factors have been considered and there’s been valuable input and time put forth by 50 or more people. The idea of sending 5th grade to the admin building as a backup plan. None that I can think of. None
1/21/2020 19:48:19 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Member of Civic Organization serving Mt. Vernon CommunityGrade level configurations Cramming the kids into a school for a few years. It would be nice to fix the problem sooner, but finances don’t allow. No early learning center.  Do all you can to limit the transitions of kids into different schools. 
1/21/2020 19:48:22 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)New school Nothjng Utilization of existing executive buildingReferendums are great and success in our schools are reflected In home prices. So home owners will reap the benefits by increased value 
1/21/2020 19:48:22 Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon CommunityThought and considerationSome things need done sooner Traffic.  Roads. Safety  service departments Good job 
1/21/2020 19:48:22 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)The 5 school plan. Having young students with older students. I think the options we have are fine More diversity among the teaching and administrative staff. 
1/21/2020 19:48:24 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Not raising taxes N/A Cost would be the most important factor without compromising education
1/21/2020 19:48:32 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Member of Civic Organization serving Mt. Vernon CommunityIt is well considered and thoughtfully distributes students in the most economical and realistic way.I think it’s as good as it can be.When we inevitably do this, it will be incredibly important to transition students thoughtfully. I’ve worked at many school districts and we always saw a dip in behaviors and scores when kids switched buildings.
1/21/2020 19:48:34 Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityKeeping the high school the same and making another intermediate school- showing the numbers of sizes were good too. The jumbled mess of the “back up” plan. This would be confusing for parentsK/pre K in 1 building plus an intermediate school 
1/21/2020 19:48:41 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)The school configuration. I would like to know the solution to address Fortville Elementary capacity, or if there are plans to move district line configurations. I think the plan is good for future with 5-6 intermediate. 
1/21/2020 19:48:44 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Least disruption to middle and high school Cost Least possible disruption for students 
1/21/2020 19:48:47 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityBuilding a new school to add capacity. With the kind of growth expected, we will need a new buildingThe “back up plan” is terrible. Putting 8th graders in the high school would not be appropriate at all. Use existing facilities as much as possible to limit construction costs and give the best bang for the buck. 
1/21/2020 19:48:48 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityLots of time went into the plan. Would be helpful to know where (generally) a new elementary would be located. Transportation costs and how to reduce them by building neighborhood schools. Look at how schools can be better connected via infrastructure (biking and walking specifically) to the community. 
1/21/2020 19:48:49 Current Staff Member I like the idea of an intermediate schoolHaving to move schools How the building movement will affect our students.
1/21/2020 19:48:49 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Member of a Mt. Vernon School Booster OrganizationIt is proactive Too many options still on the tableNo additional
1/21/2020 19:48:52 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Shows long term thinking and is very transparentDidn’t share where facility might be built.arts facilities 
1/21/2020 19:48:56 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityIt’s well thought out. Lots of options. Nothing Focus on long term solutions, not temporary. 
1/21/2020 19:48:56 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Intermediate school configuration Cost that could lead to significant debt/expenses to corporation.Stay with intermediate configuration 
1/21/2020 19:48:57 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon CommunityContingencies and Planning with current fundsPotential tax increases 6th grade academy I appreciate the eye toward the future but also grew up in a school system that seemed constantly under construction in the late 90s in Perry Towmship. I think the growth in the community requires something to be done, but not.excitrd about my kids potential.tially having to deal with construction during elementary, middle, and HS.
1/21/2020 19:48:58 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon Community, Member of a Mt. Vernon School Booster OrganizationFinancially responsible while considering what’s best for studentsProposed plan by Cabinet Member including moving 8th grade back to HS and separating 5th graders.Align with current configurations Continue to seek community input and continued sharing of data
1/21/2020 19:48:58 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Member of a Mt. Vernon School Booster OrganizationIt is proactive Too many options still on the tableNo additional
1/21/2020 19:48:59 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Member of a Mt. Vernon School Booster OrganizationFinance and Building capacity have really been thought about thoroughly. Losing the current grade configuration but understand why it must happen.NA
1/21/2020 19:49:00 Current Staff Member Community input The fall back plan Course programming
1/21/2020 19:49:06 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff MemberThe grade configuration We will be at capacity for a while before implanting the plan Transportation. Times and drop offs 
1/21/2020 19:49:06 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Intermediate building & no tax increaseIt all sounded good Keep developmentally appropriate grades together Competent planning
1/21/2020 19:49:07 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Member of a Mt. Vernon School Booster OrganizationProgramming K-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-12 is good for studentsNew building and referendum too soon. I’m worried voters won’t pass referendum so soon. Need to keep an alternative school in the plan. 
1/21/2020 19:49:11 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityI like the grade configuration with an intermediate building. Having to go through a referendum N/a
1/21/2020 19:49:13 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityLots of good info to processNot sure without fully processingNot sure Sharing with local town goals? Fortville & McCordsville
1/21/2020 19:49:19 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityVery detailed, like adding a building (elementary)Hard to read all the details but Dr. Parker did a great job of explaining everything Nothing
1/21/2020 19:49:19 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Member of Civic Organization serving Mt. Vernon CommunityI like the idea of being able to do a new building without increasing the current tax ratesNo/little consideration for preschoolBetter utilization of the current pre-K/alt school/ Administration building. This could be a the new elementary school by a remodel. See below. Convert current preschool building to new elementary. Build a smaller Admin building. I think that will decrease overall expenditure. 
1/21/2020 19:49:22 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Intermediate school Going over capacity in any building Freshman academy if necessary Please keep diversity in mind and ensure we aren't keeping groups of people out of MV schools.
1/21/2020 19:49:25 Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s)Reuse of the existing facilities Time line is too long, the buildings are already too full, without the future growth What is the best for the educational experience of the children at each building Growth is happening today, time line seems to long to properly house future students 
1/21/2020 19:49:26 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Our stewardship and preparing for the future and what’s best for kids and our community. Love the intermediate,middle school with new elementary. Love idea of fixing traffic and not increasing taxes. The back up with too many transitions The middle school years are hard, please don’t move these kids all around in multiple buildings including high school. We need intermediate and middle but not too much other options 
1/21/2020 19:49:26 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityIntermediate with a new elementary schoolIt looks like the IS will be at capacity when it opens. Is it really a sustainable solution if that’s the case?This plan seems like the best plan.What kinds of further cuts might result from a potential dialed referendum if growth and costs continue to rise?



Timestamp Please share your association(s) with MVCSC.  Click all that apply.What do you like MOST about the Draft Plan?What do you like LEAST about the Draft Plan?What other ideas should we consider related to our future building grade level configurations?*Not Required - Please share any additional information related to our future growth.
1/21/2020 19:49:27 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)High school not being splitDid not like the “creative” plan presented at the end. None
1/21/2020 19:49:29 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)I like that it minimizes cost with the most quality The implication of displacement of current students...being in the school they were hoping to be in. Are there any other facilities in Fortville or McCordsville in which another entity is moving out of that could be retrofitted into a district facility. For instance..can we buy and renovate an existing building for admin and renovate admin for full academic usage.You are all doing great!
1/21/2020 19:49:34 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityNo increase in taxes, Significant cost Over capacity timing with new plan
1/21/2020 19:49:34 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Member of Civic Organization serving Mt. Vernon CommunityNew school buildings and back up planWant it done sooner Like it all New elementary in north west corner of district 
1/21/2020 19:49:36 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Additional Buildings Portable Classrooms Control the amount of students in the classroom. Teachers with an over abundance of students aren't capable of that one on one that some students may need
1/21/2020 19:49:39 Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon CommunityPlanning for our future Finances Not sure yet
1/21/2020 19:49:42 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityThe idea of building a new school of some sort Honestly, I don’t have an answerBuilding another high school
1/21/2020 19:49:46 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Not moving students to different buildings - trying to keep grade levels together. Cost and tax rate. Reducing size of transfer students. Size of classrooms As a parent of a transfer student it is very stressful every year worrying if my son will be accepted. It would be nice if they could be grandfathered in after being at MV for so many years. Obviously there should be a requirement of good grades and no disciplinary actions. 
1/21/2020 19:49:48 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityI love the idea of adding an intermediate building. As a teacher at Fortville, I know firsthand that this building is not set-up for elementary. I also think that 5th and 6th grade need their own space-different stage of development. Very organized ideas and well thought out. Way to go team!None None
1/21/2020 19:49:50 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon CommunityNew Elementary/reassign intermediate Not doing campus master plan before constructing new building. This is backwardsDo not dismiss an early learning center. These have specialized facilities for these age groups. Combine resources such as sharing a large kitchen between intermediate and new elementary school
1/21/2020 19:49:51 Government Official The comprehensive nature and looking at all aspects. Potential costs, but that is a given. Not sure. I don’t think it would be wise to do nothing. Cramming kids into spaces to just avoid spending money is not a viable long range plan. Referendums are hard, but I believe we are in a different place now and the community would likely get behind it. 
1/21/2020 19:49:51 Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityThat we have a plan. We’re not taking stabs in the dark. As a staff member, I appreciate the time others have put in towards my career/future. Doesn’t seem like staff members and their growth as educators were thought of. How can we help our teachers become better teachers while still growing in population and diversity.How can we still allow for contract growth for our teachers? Will teacher pay lock or is their room for growth for them?Great presentation.
1/21/2020 19:49:58 Current Staff Member I like that there are options available for a plan and a back up plan.  The back up plan could be messy.  What does that do to transportation? What is the social emotional impact on students when they transition more often? Adding and Intermediate School/using the back up plan adds more transitions for students and how will that affect them. 
1/21/2020 19:50:03 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon CommunityThe open minded nature No dislikes Practical but yet accommodating needs and growth
1/21/2020 19:50:07 Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityAn intermediate building That the finalization of the plan and ensuing construction of building hasn’t begun with such an influx of students comingNone at this time
1/21/2020 19:50:08 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityFinancial planning of the planSchool set up Not sure
1/21/2020 19:50:08 Current Staff Member Time and thoughtfulness put into it. I prefer reclaiming the Intermediate school and building a new elementaryBack up plan I can't think of anything Love that the Superintendent will be living in the district
1/21/2020 19:50:10 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Is considerate of time and not rushing a plan. You have considered all ideas and consideration with fiscal responsibility Understanding the budget process and how any new building will workTeacher shortage? If we continue as a state to pay less for teachers, are they going to leave the industry?Recession? If we have one, what do we do after we’ve committed to our growth analysis and the growth dies? 
1/21/2020 19:50:11 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)New elementary school Putting 8th grade in the high school I think the police staff that is posted in the middle school and high school should be able to view live camera footage of the the elementary school, to aid in faster emergency response. 
1/21/2020 19:50:12 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Government OfficialNo Increase of Current Tax RateNot convinced of a long term fiscal funding strategy.A new admin building with a renovation of the current administration building Reducing support staff and redirecting those funds towards expanded teacher staff
1/21/2020 19:50:17 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Expansion option that includes intermediate school and new elementary. Options that could potentially cause kids to have higher classroom sizes. None
1/21/2020 19:50:19 Current Staff Member The Intermediate School program Do nothing Younger students in the same building with the alternative students
1/21/2020 19:50:21 Current Staff Member Moving the 6tg grade out of the middle school and keeping it as a7/8 building. The tightness of the middle school until buildings are built, although it is doable. N/a
1/21/2020 19:50:24 Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s)That multiple options were looked at from a building configuration standpoint. I like the proactive approach and community engagement piece.Need to understand the process for adjusting if the economy changes and enrollment slows/declines. Bring group back together?More virtual classes. Changing Block 4 at the HS.How are other athletic facilities impacted?
1/21/2020 19:50:28 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)I like the draft plan with a new elementary and using FES as an intermediate school.The shortfall of revenue. Unsure What if student growth doesn’t meet expectations?
1/21/2020 19:50:29 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon Community, Member of a Mt. Vernon School Booster OrganizationBuilding a new school My kiddo having to go all the way up to Fortville for Intermediate school, she already gets up at 5:45 to catch the bus to MCEStaggered start times. The rest of plan is fine 
1/21/2020 19:50:29 Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon CommunityMv is planning and will have a planTransfer students add zero to TAVFill every seat in every building before new construction Find some church space and lease what you need
1/21/2020 19:50:33 Current Staff Member I love the idea of building a new elementary school and pushing 5-6 grades out to an intermediary school. I think this the best for controlling the capacity of kids and arrangements of kids. I don’t like that it is so far out, although I understand that it takes a lot of money and considering of factors. I like the options that have been presented. When building the new elementary school, please consider what tables and chairs you put in the cafeteria to fit their heights. Also consider the locations of the special education classrooms in the school- it would be nice if they were all in one spot. 
1/21/2020 19:50:33 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Member of a Mt. Vernon School Booster OrganizationThat there is a plan being considered.I wish the timing could be moved up to alleviate some of the congestion in the middle school now or within a year.Where would a new elementary school be built?Are plans being made regarding transportation for this growth?
1/21/2020 19:50:36 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityGrade breakdown & well thought throughnothing no other current thoughts
1/21/2020 19:50:36 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Member of Civic Organization serving Mt. Vernon CommunityThe options that are given for the future growth & possible building configurations. Keeping the current building configuration & not adding/building new buildings. None I have a freshman & 5th grader. I am currently very happy with most aspects of their education. I would hate to see either of them have to “sacrifice” anything because our school has grown too big, too fast. So I really appreciate how much thought & effort is going in to this planning; and also how much the school is relying on the community’s input. 

1/21/2020 19:50:38 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community
I like the idea of building another elementary school and movie the intermediate school back into the building

Not being able to read the screen...High school population will be getting close to capacity very soon as wellTraffic to and from school can be dangerous at times...  needs improvement. 
1/21/2020 19:50:40 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Government OfficialThe proposal for an intermediate school to address capacity issues at the middle school level. Understanding the long term growth picture. Are we building a building that once the community turns over will need to be abandoned. Does this plan allow for class sizes to remain at an acceptable level in the interim before a new school would be built. 
1/21/2020 19:50:48 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff MemberBuilding a new elementary as well as changing the IS back into an ISThe back-up plan I can’t think of anything I’m concerned with the possibility of a referendum because we have had a very difficult time convincing the community members not a part of the school community (i.e. not kids in schools) to buy into the need to invest in our schools.
1/21/2020 19:50:50 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Promise and very in-depth thoughts have been put into the document. Focus on children and financial picture overview shows that multiple approaches and ideas were used in forming plan.Possible opposition from those that don’t have student when the referendum comes up. Based on current residential construction—-is this plan in alignment with that growth? With introduction of the town center is there details on potential organic growth driven by that?
1/21/2020 19:50:50 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Member of a Mt. Vernon School Booster Organizationgrade configuration - Are we pushing limits on capacity too far before taking action on switch to intermediate & new elementary building?
1/21/2020 19:50:50 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityGlad you are thinking aheadWish I knew more-I just don’t know may way around this school/school district yet. Wondering if we are moving fast enough to accommodate growth-I’ve been in over crowded HSE and hope this school district can work ahead and maybe avoid some of the detrimental overcrowding issues.We talked about building an elementary. I did not hear enough about the next step-moving to middle school & junior high I assume. How fast does that happen?Please let me know how I can be more involved.
1/21/2020 19:50:51 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityI like the idea of a intermediate schoolI think passing a referendum will be difficult.  Possible redistricting of students.  Building a new smaller administration building might be cheaper than building new school.   Utilize the administrative building
1/21/2020 19:50:52 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityI like that portables are not an option. I would have liked to have heard research that supports an intermediate model and the benefits of that structure for students. I’d like for you to consider the effect of students moving from building to building and if that transiency has a negative impact when additional schools are added. 
1/21/2020 19:50:57 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityIt is thoughtful and inclusive of community input.Lots of layers to work through.We should consider revenue generating ideas where possible.Super excited about the future of the MV school system.
1/21/2020 19:50:59 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityPutting Fortville Elementary student and staff in the building they need and deserve. Renovating a middle school that was just renovated. Ask teachers for their thoughts and opinions. Please hire experienced teachers, not just new “inexpensive” hires.  Please seek the community for road and traffic problems to be addressed. Please don’t build on a major road that will back up rush hour traffic. Promote how great the bus drivers are to get more kids on the bus and out of the car rider lines! 
1/21/2020 19:51:01 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Build new elementary with intermediate schoolReducing too many transfersUtilize admin building for pk and k
1/21/2020 19:51:03 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityI like the idea that we will have new buildings ( plural). We HAVE to plan for the future growth. It seems good that we will have the money from all the homes.   I like all the thought and plans that have put forth so far. New elementary, middle school is a must. This will need to be started ASAP. The back up plan with out the new buildings. Waiting. More buses, traffic flows,  gyms, sports field to keep up with the growth - these are big factors to keep some people coming around.  Another key thing to remember is to keep the things we love about this community. We moved here for the small town feeling, farm life , etc. Make sure to keep advertising for teachers.  Teacher shortages is a real thing!!!!!! 
1/21/2020 19:51:07 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityIntermediate school added into the configuration If we have to keep things as they are and spread students to all the different buildings. I don’t think it’s a good idea to move students around to so many buildings during their school career.School start/end times if an intermediate school gets added.I don’t think we need to be like HSE and constantly be redistributing, but what if tweaks need to be made for certain neighborhoods?
1/21/2020 19:51:11 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Seems well thought out and moving in the right direction Cramming kids into multiple buildings if we can't build a new buildingPlease do not forget what students need to learn.......an adequate environment is a must. If there is not enough space, kids will get distracted, angry, frustrated, and bored, which will bring more problems then good. I just hope there is a solution that allows the numbers to remain manageable for a child to learn. Looking forward to hearing the outcome of the Boards decision. I think the committee did a great job. 
1/21/2020 19:51:13 Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityNone None Since 3rd grade is the start of the state testing grades, it would be nice to separate grade levels between grades 2 & 3. Consider a school just for all the K-2 students. Primary needs are very different from grades 3 and up.
1/21/2020 19:51:15 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Member of Civic Organization serving Mt. Vernon CommunityReuse of Fortvile elementary as an intermediate school and no tax hike anticipated.The back up plan  Logistics of students and traffic in community.  Do not have the infrastructure for increase of 2000 currently.Appreciate the school district and am in full support of the plan and have confidence in the committee.
1/21/2020 19:51:16 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityAdding space to give kids more spacePotentially overfilling classesMoving Kindergarten to a building with preschool and bringing 6th grade back to elementary levelReach out more to those in district residents sending their kids to other county schools, such as Greenfield, cultivate your community as much as you cultivate transfers
1/21/2020 19:51:18 Current Staff Member Grade configuration Length of time to implement Predicted class sizes Consider upgrading current facilities 
1/21/2020 19:51:18 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityI like the intermediate school option with the intermediate going back to fortville elementaryI don’t want to see 5th graders in the admin building with preschoolers which I realize is worse case scenarioHave you thought of adding a second middle school and maybe adding 5-8th in that building? Having wings for each grade level etc.



Timestamp Please share your association(s) with MVCSC.  Click all that apply.What do you like MOST about the Draft Plan?What do you like LEAST about the Draft Plan?What other ideas should we consider related to our future building grade level configurations?*Not Required - Please share any additional information related to our future growth.
1/21/2020 19:51:19 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)I like the forward thinking/planning.Don’t like the mix of students together in the “don’t change anything” portion.Add a 2nd middle school to expand your compacity for those grades 6-8
1/21/2020 19:51:22 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)I like making space for everyone and the creativity and hard work that is going into action. The Money everything will cost eek! Anything that is affordable. I do like the idea of putting  money  into current buildings to bring them up to date with hvac and roofing etc. if there is a way to use all the current buildings more efficiently and not build a whole new school that would be fantastic. I support the choices made either way of those that are in charge :)Keep doing the excellent work that is being done for our kids. I appreciate the staff so much!! My kids are in 1st and 3rd grade and I look forward to the upcoming growth and change whatever it may be :) thanks for all you do!!!! 
1/21/2020 19:51:23 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon CommunityThere will be room for new families/children and it wont effect our properties taxes very much. Making the buildings safer for our children. Upgrading the Vernon township fire departmentBack up plan with 5th graders in admin and 8th graders in high school. Just feels like we are squeezing kids wherever they fit instead of having improper permanent solution. Too many buildings to keep track of when you have multiple children.Families with multiple children. Some configurations show there could possibly be several buildings that our children will be in. 
1/21/2020 19:51:27 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Thoughtful and ThoroughnessWhat if we can't afford it or the economy tanks. Looking at efficiency of staff and administration. What is  the best configuration for our kids to learn and be successful.Great job in presenting the complex information. Very informative. 
1/21/2020 19:51:27 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon CommunityClear message Challenges of funding Number of students
1/21/2020 19:51:28 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Putting students first and providing space to grow.Kids in same house may be all in different schools. It is comforting as a parent to know they have a sibling looking out for them and close by. Important to keep the small town feel and not be just a number. This is why we came to MV. 
1/21/2020 19:51:28 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Previous Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityIt is nice to see 9-12 stay intact and not remove K from the elementary. An intermediate school would be nice but expensive to build, so looking at all options and not rushing them is preferable. Tax implications to make these changes I think it is important that when implementing an intermediate school, it doesn’t lose the feel of an upper elementary. Rushing them to prepare for middle school puts too much stress on the students and causes issues for administration and staff. Allowing students to feel the elementary style of teaching as long as possible seems to be key to keeping children from trying to grow up too soon, encourages parent involvement longer and in turn, brings in more support and funds along the way.  

1/21/2020 19:51:29 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityAdding school space in order the accommodate the growing population. 
Cutting corners and doing what we might. not want to do. As in not
Building a new school. 

Not sure how we would not need to add
On to the high school or are we ok in that capacity? 

1/21/2020 19:51:30 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Focus is on the students and safetyPossible debt and needed referendum Additions/renovation to current buildings vs. new building construction 
1/21/2020 19:51:31 Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityFinancial sensitivity. 8 grade at the high school.No new ideas.
1/21/2020 19:51:32 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Member of a Mt. Vernon School Booster OrganizationAvoiding portables That we just moved the kids from elementary to IS, admin got the building, and feels like those kids got the shaft for 6 years in a makeshift building Just to turn it back to an IS and no elementary for their younger siblings to go back to since admin/preschool/alt school is the one that got the nice new made over buildingPrevious demographic projections have been incorrect (ex recommended MS reno vs new scho and we are at same crunch point)
1/21/2020 19:51:33 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)I appreciate the time, transparency, and work put into the plan by the team! Nicely done! I like the idea of a new elementary building. My concern is that those 5th graders will not be treated like 6th graders. Developmentally 5th graders still need support to be successful and cannot be expected to be mini adults. Keep the focus on what’s best for kids- and keep the whole child first and foremost when the intermediate opens. Don’t turn them into middle schoolers at age 10. See previous answer. Please don’t put 5th grade and preschool in the admin building. :) 
1/21/2020 19:51:34 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityIntermediate grade levels Nothing None. I feel like the committee covered all options/ideas.The backup plan is frightening for our students. 
1/21/2020 19:51:34 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Previous Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Member of Civic Organization serving Mt. Vernon Community, Member of a Mt. Vernon School Booster OrganizationAccommodating for growth with the student’s needs first.No new buildings for the next few years, especially hard on the Middle School which is already at capacity I think you guys have covered everything, thank you!I am curious if you are planning on additional economic services provided for our school families? Food Pantry, Parenting classes for behavior issues....
1/21/2020 19:51:36 Current Staff Member I liked that FES would be turned into an Intermediate School. I enjoyed the aspect of building an elementary school that feels more like an elementary school and allowing the middle school to have room for growth. I did not mind the Draft Plan. I think the backup plan seems difficult to see immediate benefits to the plan. However, I understand having to do what needs to be done in order to make things work effectively and understand it is not an end all be all. If a new elementary school is not built in the coming years, consider making renovations to the current school to make it feel more appropriate for K-4 students. I can tell a lot of thought, consideration and research has gone into this Draft Plan. I am looking forward to seeing what is decided and how MV grows as a district. 
1/21/2020 19:51:37 Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityI like that a collaborative effort has been made to determine current needs, future needs, and factors influencing our needs. The “back up” plan! Expansion to each building without adding a new building. 
1/21/2020 19:51:43 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Adding two new schools, however that looks. I like the idea of a new Intermediate and Elementary school and leaving FES as is. The creative plan in worst case scenario with 5th grade being in the Admin building. I think isolating any grade from others would not be beneficial for those kids. Ie) 5th grade in Admin building. I think investing in our school district is imperative and will show my support at the polls! 
1/21/2020 19:51:49 Current Staff Member Build a new elementary Keeping current configuration Schools need fixed...especially the middle school. The MS is so poor that our community should be embarrassed. Those walls make learning almost impossible. Do we really need an International Program? Can someone explain that? Everyone knows how it was misused by the previous administration, so it may make community members feel that the school board is being more responsible. 

1/21/2020 19:51:50 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon CommunityGreat plan moving forward with a new elementary!! This is by FAR the best choice.

Whew-the cost. Or ANY of the backup plans.

How can we help communicate this to the community who may not be AS plugged into the school system? (Retired, no kids yet, or those sending their kids to other schools?)

How special ed is serviced in all buildings, what happens if our growth is faster than projected...or not as much?

How are we supporting the maintenance staff? With more buildings, I’m assuming we will add more staff there too. They are awesome, but overwhelmed as it is.

New elementary REALLY needs to be set up to service growing severe special ed population. Current elementary schools are ok, but definitely need some work.

Talking to community members and neighbors- will a referendum really pass? I’m not sure. Especially when we have BACK the money before. (Please never give back money in the future!)
1/21/2020 19:51:52 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff MemberKeep debt level, seems the most inexpensive for the long runThe Middle School is still in need of desperate improvements to the Band, Choir, Cafeteria size, awful carpet, and cheap metal walls in most classes. The back up is legitimate but very scary if it becomes a reality. Well done MVCC process!  A lot of thought and collaboration is clearly evident. 
1/21/2020 19:51:52 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff MemberThe idea of going back to having an intermediate building The idea of portals doesn’t appeal to me either.I don’t know at this time.
1/21/2020 19:51:52 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityI like the gradual incremental change. Good idea to build a new elementary school and re-configure other school buildings to accommodate growth.I DO NOT like the back up plan. Seems very fragmented and chaotic. Also there was no mention of the possibility of redistricting. Using the admin building for students while a new school is being built so that portables aren’t neededAny plans to redistrict in the near future
1/21/2020 19:51:53 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)The idea of an intermediate school.The Backup Plan! I feel like you’ve thought of everything!
1/21/2020 19:51:53 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Keeping classrooms from being crowdedLocation of third elem? Traffic needs to be studied How are other top schools addressing same issue? How can mt vernon add more unique classroom experiences ?Like avoiding portables 
1/21/2020 19:51:59 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityWell thought out and solves overall problemCurrent elem kids end up in overcrowded schools in both elementary and then intermediate. Some kids never affected, others for half their education. I’m not sure if the school owes the head start building, but could PK move there to open up classrooms in admin?
1/21/2020 19:52:00 Current Staff Member I like that this plan does not involve an early learning center. I also like that this plans has an intermediate school.The constant change. Will it be a lot for our students and staff to experience renovations and possible building changes ever 2-3 years?Ensuring that students are in a building that is designed and geared toward them. Would it be appropriate to have 5th grade students learning in a building that has been geared toward preschool students for the past several years? If an option such as moving 5th grade to the admin building or keeping FES in its current location were determined to be the best choice, what upgrades and changes would be made to make these buildings appropriate for the grade level? How timely would these changes be made? 
1/21/2020 19:52:00 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Thorough Backup plan Placement of new building. To help with congestion (parents crossing multiple time just to pick up drop off)put new building north of railroad to reduce #of times crossed. Combine it with new fire station or park to  help with costConsider parents who work as it seems decision are made with thought everyone has stay at home parent
1/21/2020 19:52:01 Current Staff Member McCordsville Elementary School stays an elementary school. The schools will get a little crowded, but it can’t be helped. Seems like you got it under control.What would the next mascot be?  
1/21/2020 19:52:03 Current Staff Member It seems like the committee is considering all possibilities and preparing for growth.  I like the idea of helping manage that growth by monitoring transfer students.The back-up plan and splitting of schools into different buildings makes me nervous about overstretching capacity and not meeting student needs in the best way possible. Using other buildings or community spaces while growing and renovating?  Not sure if this is feasible or something schools are allowed to do.
1/21/2020 19:52:09 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon Community, Member of Civic Organization serving Mt. Vernon Community, Member of a Mt. Vernon School Booster OrganizationAllows each level of growth proper to expand.   Aligns what is needed.  Does not allow for transition for high schools to prepare last year for college.  6th grade campus in admin building. Great job.   Consider flex schedule for high school students near graduation.    Getting community involved in aspects as times goes by for changes.    Keep developing and economics changes.   
1/21/2020 19:52:10 Current Staff Member I like the idea of FES being turned back into an intermediate school and a new elementary possibly being built.  Kindergarten NEEDS to stay in the elementary schools so I am glad that is in the consideration.Possibly of 5th grade being isolated in the admin building.  A new building is definitely needed especially with all of the new developments popping up.Consider proximity of new elementary school to current.  The community of FES and those that live close to downtown Fortville is strong.  Would love to see that stay.  Would redistricting happen soon? Because some schools are already crowded.  I know some parents are worried.  
1/21/2020 19:52:11 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Adding an intermediate School and a new elementary school and not increasing taxesThe cost! No ideas at this time
1/21/2020 19:52:19 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff MemberI like that it appears that building sizes have been throughly researched in relation to the costs that will be incurred. Turning FES back into an intermediate school and building a new elementary building seems to make the most overall sense for our community.My biggest concern as a staff member are class sizes while waiting for the plan to be executed. In addition, the back up plan of sending 5th grade to the admin building is not appealing to me.Possibly making the intermediate school 4,5, and 6
1/21/2020 19:52:19 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)New building 5-6 in separate buildingN/a N/a
1/21/2020 19:52:20 Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityForward thinking Nothing Location of future school buildingsBus barn in old boat storage facility. Is the Performance Enhancement Center required as is now and in the future?
1/21/2020 19:52:21 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Previous Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityThe building of a new elementary and putting fed back to intermediate schoolHow close to capacity we will be for a couple yearsMoving district lines again to level out student numbers
1/21/2020 19:52:22 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon CommunityI like the thoroughness and detailed thought you guys have put into this project. I don't really object to anything that was discussed tonight. There may be some major changes, but that's okay. Looking forward to seeing the music/band rooms improved.8th graders at the high schoolMore sensible parking. It is horrible at the HS and MS.Thank you for planning ahead and keeping tax payers in mind.
1/21/2020 19:52:25 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)That it is being planned and well thought out.Nothing ?

1/21/2020 19:52:26 Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityCommunity growth is great! I’m happy to see the community growing! I am not a fan of moving the schools. I am a proponent of building a new school. 
Don’t overcrowd the classroom. I teach 5th grade in downtown Indianapolis with 20 kids per class. 
I love it and I would love to keep a class size for my future kids at the same level. 

I appreciate the info. I’m glad we are growing and I am very happy to hear that as of now, this won’t effect taxes too much in our area. We are new to the area and are excited to be a part of a growing community, but urge you to please not sacrifice our kids, our teachers, or our community. Keep teacher pay competitive and make sure they are appreciated. I’d like to consider applying for jobs here in the district for the 2020-2021 school year. I am very impressed with what I see and I can see that you have all done massive amounts of work to get us here. Thank your for the information. 

Feel free to contact me for more input. 

Zachbrubaker88@gmail.com
1/21/2020 19:52:30 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Options, and students firstDon't want to dial back transfer students - we're out of district don't want to be "kicked" outN/a
1/21/2020 19:52:32 Current Staff Member I appreciate you considering all the options and having well rounded representation on your committee. For the building and growth situation, adding an elementary school seems like the best option. I like the high school staying 9-12th grade. 8th grade back in the high schoolThe LIFE center and where it will go. It works well not being in the high school building. 
1/21/2020 19:52:35 Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityAddition of a new building High class numbers/capacity in the years prior to any plans being in actionBuildings should fit the needs of the students they serve. They should be developmentally appropriate for the ages of students in them. If whole child is a top priority, how can the architecture and construction of the school support the whole child.
1/21/2020 19:52:38 Current Staff Member Reinstatement of a 5/6 intermediate building Overcrowding at the middle school could become a serious issue before a growth plan is launched.It would be best to keep Grade 8 at the middle school- not the high school.
1/21/2020 19:52:38 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon Community, Member of Civic Organization serving Mt. Vernon Community, Member of a Mt. Vernon School Booster OrganizationThe thoughtfulness behind the plan and the consideration of multiple solutions.That the solutions didn’t seem to offer clear insight into the direction the school is going.  Seems that it should be a little more focused at this point in the process if presenting to the Board in a few weeks.Where the community is experiencing growth so that the new building will be able to effectively handle the growth, including the vast real estate this school district serves.Hope that those projecting the growth realize this part of Hancock County will soon experience the fastest growth in the metro area for a large variety of reasons, including the solid reputation of the school system.
1/21/2020 19:52:40 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)There's an actual draft plan, I appreciate the time and details provided for the selections.  It's a strong draft.I'm not a fan of the backup plan....8th graders are not ready to be around high schoolers.School age interaction, language programs, and school activities programs (space and instructors)
1/21/2020 19:52:49 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityBringing the Intermediate School backNothing You should absolutely consider keeping grade levels together in the same building if they are supposed to be in a “school” together. Basically, the back-up plan is scary. Splitting 5&6 between two buildings and 7&8 between two buildings and disrupting the high school in the process is very unsettling. I very much hope that more thought goes into the back-up plan. 



Timestamp Please share your association(s) with MVCSC.  Click all that apply.What do you like MOST about the Draft Plan?What do you like LEAST about the Draft Plan?What other ideas should we consider related to our future building grade level configurations?*Not Required - Please share any additional information related to our future growth.

1/21/2020 19:52:49 Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityDetails of a variety of optionsState funding issues that are not always in educations favorLocation of any new construction 
Tackle the traffic issues before any new construction.   Look at current infrastructure around current campuses.  Safety additions of stop lights around schools when in session.   
Favor the intermediate concept and updating     HS, JR High, add new elementary 

1/21/2020 19:52:52 Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityThe proposals of the different grade level configurations.The Plan B where grade 5 would be at the admin with preschool How can we transition students from one building to another that will maintain high levels of excellence within each building?  How can we ensure that these transitions, regardless of the building configurations, have high quality teachers that want to educate the whole child?  While I know we are growing and need new facilities, we also need HIGH QUALITY teachers. How can we achieve both?
1/21/2020 19:52:54 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon Community, Member of a Mt. Vernon School Booster OrganizationI like the intermediate school idea.I do not want 8th grade in high school or 5 th grade in admin building.Where to build We need crosswalk light between middle school and high school. Someone is going to get killed. Especially at night for events. It would be nice to have a push button crosswalk with lights. It is so dark there. 
1/21/2020 19:52:55 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon CommunityAdding an intermediate school for 5/6 & keeping 7/8 together. 8th grade moved to the high school & kindergarten moved to the admin/early Ed bldg. 8th graders should not be at the same schooling as a senior no matter how “secluded” it will be presented. I am not a fan of having kindergarten in a separate building either as it is just one more move the student will have to adjust to after a full year of getting adjusted to its school. I feel like everything I can personally think of has been touched on.  Great job!
1/21/2020 19:52:56 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon Community, Member of a Mt. Vernon School Booster OrganizationNew intermediate school 8th grade in high school Location of new elementary schoolPossibly locate either new elementary or intermediate school in southern part of corporation

1/21/2020 19:52:59 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)The focus is on students and their needs/successPossibility of higher debt 
Is it possible to renovate elenentaries to accommodate growth?
Can the former Fortville Elementary be renovated and used for more than it is now?

1/21/2020 19:53:06 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff MemberBuilding an intermediate school and expanding the middle school and high schools. Ever going over capacity in any building.  I did not see anything in the plan about increasing staff at the current buildings when student popululations increase.   New buildings must happen.   The solution that was given if no buildings were built would be a disaster. I totally agree with expanding the middle school band and chior facilities.  The fact that this was not chosen over a new fieldhouse when the last renovation was done sends the wrong message to students, staff, and community that sports are more valued in our corporation than everyday classroom needs.  
1/21/2020 19:53:08 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityWe are looking at more than just one option... Going in with eyes wide open with regards to the fiancial impact.I would like to see plans before going to the board.  No surprises please.I think the plan is though. I like the plan where we are fully leveraging all existing buildings with the expectation we are building/saving money to help pay for future growth/expansion.
1/21/2020 19:53:10 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)I am not sure I know So much splitting up and 8th grade being at high schoolPossibly adding learning or classes specifically for the kids that are currently integrated in classrooms but cause so many distractions and pauses in learning for others due to autism, mental health, etc. I see why this is all tough to figure out. We are sticking with MV and know the choices made will be in best decision for all students 

1/21/2020 19:53:13 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community
More space 
financially able to support itselfMoving the kids around again. We should provide our kids a stable school environment 

Grade sizes
Allowing parents to participate at school activities 
Additional transportation needs
Additional funds for teachers to use for supplies for classrooms
Additional room for the arts programs

Increase teacher pay for quality teachers.
Different Middle school principal who supports his teachers. 
Add a life skills class at high school level that teaches kids “everything they need to know of how to be an adult” for example, taxes, personal finance class, applying for scholarships, etc. our kids leave High school prepared for their future but not on a personal level

1/21/2020 19:53:13 Current Staff Member That there are many options including a backup/emergency planThere's A LOT to look at and consider. So much data to filter through 
Being able to adequately staff all areas AND offer benefits to all support staff.
Renovations to the middle school should include restrooms, FACS room, art room, adding more restrooms, adding science lab rooms for all grade levels, increasing the size of the cafeteria and retro-fitting all areas that are not ADA accessible, and finding ways to add more parkingThanks to everyone involved in creating the plan!

1/21/2020 19:53:17 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon CommunityI think we need to consider adding additional buildings to accommodate additional students.   I like the thought of using the intermediate building for an intermediate school.

I do not agree with moving 5th grade to the admin building.   I would much rather see pre k and kindergarten in that building and keep 5th in the elementary school buildings. 

I also do not agree with moving 8th grade to the high school either.

Keep elementary schools 1st thru 4th
Intermediate 5th and 6th
Middle 7th and 8th
High school 9 thru 12 I really appreciate having the ability to come to these meetings and help with decisions about the future of our school system.   

1/21/2020 19:53:22 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)I like the pre-planning for growth and the detail and thought behind costs associated with each option. It looks like all options still have at least one option that leads to a school reaching capacity.  Is this intentional to account for variance in projections?I think that there should also be thought in comparing how our students performed (emotional growth and academic growth)when we had an intermediate school vs not having one to determine the academic benefit of going back to an intermediate school option. We also need to have a plan to deal with the increase in diversity as our school continues to grow.  How do we account for additional cultural competency trainings that is absolutely imperative if we want to continue on a path of providing high quality education.  How does that factor into the operational and educational costs?  How will teachers account for and help reduce achievement gaps between race and ethnicity as our school continues to grow?
1/21/2020 19:53:23 Current Staff Member Keeping K-4th together and create an intermediate school. The first 2 years showed only having 2 elementaries, but the other document showed no changes for those years. Not sure if it was its impossible to show no change for those two years on that table since it needed to show numbers for the intermediate in future years. I love the grade level ideas and with my own children at HSE I loved having the small progression with the interemidate school and junior high. I feel like this helped them gradually increase in independence and responsibility. I think we should consider how we can try not to shift kids around year to year to different buildings till we can get enough money to meet all our goals. I think constantly moving buildings is not in the best interest of our kids and should be a last resort until we have a plan to get them in their permanent school base. 
1/21/2020 19:53:31 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityThe potential to reuse the intermediate school  as an intermediate school. K-4 in elementary, 7-8, 9-12, add an elementary. Moving to a pk-k early learning model. Class sizes- always
1/21/2020 19:53:33 Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityWon’t be a lot of debt.  Appears we wouldn’t have to do a referendum. Even though my kids have already graduated, I would support a referendum to make the schools better for the community. Maybe one more screen to see previous screens to go back to. Maybe just give two or three options instead of 4-5 options.   Maybe go into more detail about how the district is going to grow. Is it just from more subdivision or more development in Fortville, Cumberland and Mt Comfrot area. What would happen if we hit another recession like we did in 2009 / 2010?  We had a lot of turn over in our subdivision and I know that McCordsville Elementary took a little longer to open and get to capacity. 
1/21/2020 19:53:36 Current Staff Member I like the idea of an intermediate schoolHaving to move schools How the building movement will affect our students.
1/21/2020 19:53:37 Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityYou are trying to figure what is best for our students and schools.We are going to have to suck up for for a few years before we get some relief.Staffing - how will you make the pay marketable to keep staff. Turnover 

1/21/2020 19:53:40 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Previous Staff MemberI like that the intermediate school is the most favorable plan and I don’t love any high schoolers being separated. I like transfer students in good standing staying where they’ve always gone. We moved after our eldest had already been here for all of elementary school. We are alumni, involved, donate time and money, have good kids, and we want our kids to stay. I think you’re underestimating what it will take to get the community to approve a referendum. I wish we could slow down building any low income neighborhoods that aren’t really brining in any taxes. I like the configurations with the intermediate school being added. I like making FES into the IS and building a new elementary. I think your team is doing well in thinking of solutions. 
The first referendum barely passed. I could see another one not going over well. If they’re going to continue to allow a million warehouses then maybe they should be donating back to our schools. They don’t bring new people into the community. Also more nicer housing vs low income housing would improve the tax money coming in. 
I’d love for current transfers in good standing to not have to worry about applying every year. 

1/21/2020 19:53:41 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityPlanning for growth seems to be at forefront5&6 grades seem too large to solve with remod. Tough age for kids to be packed in small capacity How does the future growth and expansion of 600 N play into tax dollars and other State support? What have other schools who have contemplated similar growth done and what do they regret not doing or regret doing?
1/21/2020 19:53:52 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityPuts our kids first.  Adding seems to make the most sense as the biggest issue we have now in my opinion is class size.  Pushing 30 kids per class is just too much.  It won’t affect my child as she will graduate before we see changes, but I’m excited for the opportunity it provides our future kids. What is difference in cost to build school building for older kids vs building new admin, transportation, pre-K, etc and use old elementary building?  This building may be too outdated to be option, but just a thought.  As much as increasing size for kids is important, I’m excited to hear that concern around traffic is on top of list.  This is such a dangerous situation at all of our schools.  
1/21/2020 19:53:56 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityPreK in admin, k-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-12.  Intermediate school makes the most sense with another elementary. Intermediate schools also seem better for the kids to transition to. Not a fan of 8th in high school or using the admin building for additional grades. A permanent solution is better than temporary ones. Thank you for your hard work and explanations! If redistricting is considered, i feel it makes sense to move people south, East or west of McCordsville Elementary to Mt Comfort. Mt.Comfort seems to be the slowest growing. 
1/21/2020 19:53:56 Current Staff Member The new elementary seems beneficial due to the current situation with Fortville Elementary being an actual Intermediate and all of the upgrades needed to best support our students. It seems that this draft would solve the capacity concern as well as the building improvements concern. I honestly think it is the best for our district, our students and our staff. One reason I became a teacher in Mt. Vernon compared to my previous district was the respect for class sizes for students and staff. I have been fortunate enough to feel as though I better know my students because there are so few of them compared to my previous teaching experience. I always think that growth in class sizes is important to consider. Not only are we considering making reconfigurations to buildings and grade levels, but I think it’s important to look at individual grade levels and make necessary decisions regarding numbers of classrooms for each grade level in order to keep class sizes down. 
1/21/2020 19:53:59 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityNew elementary school, FES back to IS, new band/choir rooms (desperately needed), adding on to MS and HSThe back-up plan grade configuration.How much space is left in the admin/pre-k/alternative school?  Is there only enough space for 1 whole district grade level (the example was grade 5).   Why not put K in there to begin with temporarily and still move 8 to HS (temporarily).  I don’t think it makes sense to separate IS grades and MS grades (although I realize I suggested that by moving 8 back to HS).  
1/21/2020 19:53:59 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon CommunityThe variety of good ideas I feel like everything sounds really thought out so I don’t have a “least”I think the best ideas are already covered.
1/21/2020 19:54:04 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon Community, Member of Civic Organization serving Mt. Vernon Community, Member of a Mt. Vernon School Booster OrganizationNo new high school Additional elementary Building another middle school and making capacity improvements to all the other schools and buildings. Last time we projected growth and built a intermediate school it failed to grow the way we planned. A new middle school is highly over due. It is tiny for the size of our community. The elementary students already feel like less of a important part of MV so to add another I think is detriment to the students.While the students are the main priority I still think that taking care of our teachers and IAs financially and with benefits is also highly beneficial. If we do not take care of our staff we will not be able to keep people to teach and care for our students. 
1/21/2020 19:54:07 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityLevel of thought and consideration, listening to input - thank you!Timeline, already feel squeezed- what are we doing in the next 3 years?Flexibility- given what we’ve already had to adjust to (elementary kids using tall water fountains and lockers, 8th grade in HS building), consider flexible buildings that can grow with us or be reconfigured. One more building seems short term, will we need another 5 years later?thoughts on where new building would go? Does district already have land? Where is the growth happening most?
1/21/2020 19:54:08 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Member of a Mt. Vernon School Booster OrganizationI appreciate the plan to watch the debt.  I like the idea of adding an elementary and intermediate school.  I also appreciate addressing the HVAC system and roofs.   It is much needed.  I don’t like the idea of leaving things as they are. The admin building has a lot of space in it.   The offices are large and can be classrooms.   If portables are needed  I suggest putting the offices in the portables.  This would show servant leadership and would free the space for kids.  
1/21/2020 19:54:08 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Member of Civic Organization serving Mt. Vernon CommunityBeing proactive in planning for future growthHavent heard about an efficiency study being done about current expenditures (redundant emplyee positions, contracts with outside vendors, etc.)Releasing older grades before the younger grades to provide relief for parents regarding after school care. 
1/21/2020 19:54:18 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityNew school plans and parking. Better infrastructure. We need to keep our class sizes low. Schools are our best investment for our kids future and future leaders. They need the best at whatever the cost.No plans for sports resources/venues as we grow. Roads and traffic. Need to look at new road and/or expanding current roads. Stop lights, crosswalks, lighting, etc. We are adding neighborhoods and schools on the same main access road to the schools. Not just traffic, but for emergency services to be able to get in and out better. 
1/21/2020 19:54:22 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)It shows that a great deal of thought has been put into this. Lots of solid work. It’s very helpful to see all the variables that need to be considered. I am in favor of new construction as the population increases, and the space becomes necessary.Couldn’t read many of the numbers in the charts. Will ha e to look them later at home. I am definitely not in favor of the last scenario given, where pk/k and 5th graders are in the admin building, and kids are “stuffed” wherever we can fit them. No suggestions 
1/21/2020 19:54:26 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)High stays 9-12 Plan B/backup plan I like the idea of large campus with shared facilities like sports fields
1/21/2020 19:54:32 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityAdding new school(s) Potential for Avg. class size increases What can we do to add additional teacher aid/support staff with the anticipated class size growth. 
1/21/2020 19:54:33 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)That it shows all of the options, the good bad and ugly.The growth shows only upward.  The district built FES back on 2010 and the growth took 9 years.  What is the plan if the growth stops?  I hope this does not happen,  but what if?  Last time this left the district in a bad position.I think the current plans cover all the possibilities.
1/21/2020 19:54:39 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityBuilding more schools for growth Changing schools so much from 5/6 and then again 7/8 and again 9-12. A lot for young kids. My kid will be in the middle of the transition and concerned about all of the change with that age. They struggle with change the most. Build another elem. keep elem at k-5, 6-8, build a freshman school, 10-12As far as whole child is considered, I feel that freshman are the ones that aren’t quite old enough to be with seniors but also outgrowing junior high stage. So it makes sense to me for them to have there own school to transition and they have their own sports teams separate from junior high and high school sports. In addition, I believe that 5th graders would do better one more year in elementary before transitioning with 8th graders and not changing so many schools. 
1/21/2020 19:54:41 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)I like that there a is also a plan that utilizes current buildings if needed as a contingent.  Concern about the projected debt load with construction.  Does the superintendent really need an office "the size of a classroom?"If we need space, how about the administration in portables rather than student so we can use existing buildings to manage growth.
1/21/2020 19:54:47 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)I like the idea of building a new elementary school and turning Fortville back into an Intermediate school. I think putting 8th grade back in the high school would not be a good idea. There is too much age difference.Maybe add onto the preschool and put kg with them. Then add on to Fortville Elementary and put 1-3rd grade on one half of the building and 4-6th grade on the other half. Then keep 7th and 8th grade in the middle school.
1/21/2020 19:54:50 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)Spreading out the kids to make more roomNothing really except maybe moving pre k and k together in admin buildingKeeping maturity level kids at same schools 
1/21/2020 19:54:58 Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityIt includes different scenarios and external factors (I.e Mt. Vernon fire department) that could potentially impact these plans.The majority of the information provided is the financial implications of growing. Did the demographers you contracted with provide what the profile or demographics of what these additional families most likely will look like? Subsequently, what shifts will need to be made to your current K-12 programming to be responsive or address needs?Families can be sensitive to younger and older students occupying the same space (I.e 8th graders with seniors). Have there been conversations on how you potentially would merge younger and older students and differentiate the school environments with 6-8 vs. a 5-6?
1/21/2020 19:54:59 Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityMiddle school / phasing No discussion of plan/approach on where to locate new grade school buildingStaffing required to support plan and how to recruit, retain necessary staff.  Did you include staff costs in financial impact/needs?

1/21/2020 19:55:02 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityGlad to see multiple options considered; great to see a large number on advisory committee 

Disappointing to see “increment” included in the overall debt plan in order to maintain tax rate. Because this (based on my limited understanding) was due to prior financial issues decisions and In order to provide corrective action, it would be good to see how much debt could be raised excluding the tax rate for this component  - 

Would appreciate unde RSS tans how much of the long term plan is cash funded vs debt vs lcapitsl lease, etc 

Is pre-k a requirement ? What is the loss/gain if the school doesn’t offer pre-K ? (Seems like full population may not be served by pre-k unless transportation is included) Future  growth is a given and we must look ahead while at the same time providing improvements to  current state - would appreciate seeing how plans to provide the best education in the future is tied to the goal and need to have all schools receiving A rating 



Timestamp Please share your association(s) with MVCSC.  Click all that apply.What do you like MOST about the Draft Plan?What do you like LEAST about the Draft Plan?What other ideas should we consider related to our future building grade level configurations?*Not Required - Please share any additional information related to our future growth.
1/21/2020 19:55:04 Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityGrade breakdown with 5-6 building. No portables. An immediate shift to 5-6 making only 2 elementary schools until new build. Also did not like plan if no building occurs. 5 and 6 in different building. 7 and 8 in different buildings. None Does financial charts for next 10 years account for pay increases for teachers? Or is that based on state funds given?
1/21/2020 19:55:06 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityIt addresses the needs of students and upcoming growth at all levels. It is not a quick fix.This is just a general concern, but I hope the community understands the financial investment needed to support students.Minimizing transitions for students in the process of building and/or renovating because every year is important in regard to student progress and growth.

1/21/2020 19:55:06 Current Staff Member It is comprehensive, organized and thoughtful.  I appreciate all the work that has been put into this draft.  I also appreciate the emphasis put on long term planning.  I am would support a new elementary and turning Fortville Elementary back into an IMS.  I would also support a preK/K building. Teacher salaries, teacher benefits, and teacher retention was not mentioned at all.  Are administrative offices more important than teachers? 

Transportation routes/times? 
Do they make the most sense for our KIDS? 
Current housing development and redistribution of new kids? 

1/21/2020 19:55:10 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityI like how many options are given. I like how far out the plan projects. I like the idea of reopening the intermediate school. It was an awesome facility for kids. I do not like the idea of a freshman or senior center. I do not like the back up plan of putting the 5th grade in the admin building. We need to keep the renovation of the MS pool in mind. 
1/21/2020 19:55:11 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)I like being able to able to control the cost while not letting the student numbers get out of control.  The last plan that showed no additional building was very interesting and I would like to see more of that plan.The possibility of a referendum.  I believe if this was "self financing" this would be better accepted. How would logistics work with the athletic teams.  For example would a freshman be able to play on varsity if they are in different buildings.I would like to see what this would do to the athletic teams as far as size 
1/21/2020 19:55:15 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityI like how thoroughly each plan has been considered. I like all the graphs that explain things like cut points for each building, what each plan looks like, costs, etc. It seems very well thought-out, which is important in this type of move. I like the plan we are leaning towards. I'm still a little confused about the finances and what all the debt will look like. I just need further clarification. Dr Parker mentioned parking and that's a big one for all schools. I would also like to see competitive wages for our teachers so we keep the great teachers we have, so that needs to factor in to cost. I like maturity levels being grouped together better. I think 5th doesn't really belong well in the elementary and 6th doesn't really belong well in the middle school. I like the idea of moving FES back to an intermediate school. Why spend money to refurbish that school to make it friendlier for younger kids while also spending money to create a school that looks just like that one? Just create a new elementary. I want to see continued small class sizes. We don't live in Fishers or Lawrence for a reason. 
1/21/2020 19:55:27 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityThe proposed idea of a new elementary school. Nothing. I like all ideas presented. I’m glad the district is being proactive to tackle this before it becomes a problem. Consider looking at revisiting school start times and how that will change with the new grade level configurations. Plan on allowing for building additions with any new construction of new school buildings. 
1/21/2020 19:55:33 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon Community, Member of Civic Organization serving Mt. Vernon Community, Member of a Mt. Vernon School Booster OrganizationThat we are being thoughtful about many different options. The graphics help see the outcomes of each potential option.Specifics as to which schools would be affected.Being mindful that changing things for younger kids is harder socially and emotionally. Adjustment to HS first, then MS and then ES if absolutely necessary.I believe welcoming the kids into the discussion would be a great idea. They are indeed #1 in priority, we should never underestimate the creativity and input. Plus, it can be a valuable point of view. "Jr Committee" or "Jr. Board"
1/21/2020 19:55:36 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Current Staff MemberMaking FES back into an intermediate school and building a new elementary school The last backup plan The last backup plan is not great. It would be silly to put pre-k and 5th grade together in the same building while K stayed where it is. I believe that 5th grade needs to stay with regular elementary. You have to think about 5th grade graduation, it’s nice for the students and staff to see one another to the end vs seeing them for one year and then their gone. 
1/21/2020 19:55:38 Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community, Owner or Manager of Business in Mt. Vernon Community, Government OfficialMV is planning and will have a planTransfer students bring zero TAVRemodeling existing building to add spaceGrowth only continues if the economy remains strong. We just came off a decade of almost zero growth and it can happen again. 

1/21/2020 19:55:39 Current Staff Member

I appreciate all the work that had gone into exploring ALL options. All seem researched and thoroughly talked through. 

At first glance I definitely like plan B - early learning center and IS both help students with major transitions. I taught 5th for so long and anything to help with the major changes in middle school is so beneficial. My home town district went to an early learning center a few years ago and it has been wildly successful. I will be a Marauder parent in 4 years and would love to see this in place before my son starts. This plan was the only one to make me excited as a parent AND current MVCSC teacher.  Building a new school is expensive and will be very difficult to plan and manage on our tight overcrowding schedule. Can’t think of any not already suggested 
1/21/2020 19:55:48 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)I appreciate the detail and thought that went into the current draft plan. I would have liked to see more detail on the logistical aspect of adding another building, and/or renovation to existing facilities. School hours would be of some concern. Adding another grade configuration would possibly mean an additional drop off/pick up time, which could make it more difficult to manage for families with kids in multiple grades.
1/21/2020 19:55:49 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityBringing back the intermediate schoolOver crowding to make dueIs it possible to add a 2nd level to the middle school?One thing I’ve really liked for my kids is the small classroom sizes. This has gone to the wayside as we’ve grown. My daughter’s highschool classes have upwards of 35, or more, students in the class. 
1/21/2020 19:56:10 Previous Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityWilling to add buildings and keep  cost reasonableThe possible reconfiguration of grades to get byDifferences in maturity levels between certain grade levels when putting them togetherWhat happens if there would be another economic downturn as happened in 2008?  Just a possibly that should be considered.   Will transfers be allowed to stay once they start here as the number of transfers goes down?
1/21/2020 19:56:16 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityThoughful data, good projectionsA lot of options were presented and it can make it difficult to make an informed decision.  A condensed version with the top 2-3 solutions voted on by the committee of 50 might make more sense for the general public. Those wanting more info can reference the detailed version. Keeping a safe balance of age groups should be prioritized. 
1/21/2020 19:56:24 Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityInt bldg Keep bldg usage the same What land is available to construct new Fortville elementary Be very careful in projective growth another great resdecion or another 911 can really limit residential needs 
1/21/2020 19:56:42 Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityUsing the intermediate again and building a new elementary. Would like to know where they would build any new schools.I don't know
1/21/2020 19:56:48 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Previous Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityThe intermediate school Adding students to the admin building very thorough overview; all my considerations covered Teacher salary and support staff — we have a fantastic plan for physical growth; what is the plan to recruit and retain teachers and support staff with competitive compensation for quality instruction 
1/21/2020 19:56:53 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)I appreciate the value of the students first. The breakdown of the grade levels and the presentation of costs for building and maintaining current and projected facilities.  I personally like the idea of using FES as an intermediate school and building a new elementary while currently using the current buildings to the best possible capacity.I would have like to have learned more about how each break down effects the students as a whole person.  I think you addressed many of them already- traffic, location, parking. How will the plans for development of downtown McCordsville impact the school system? With the staffing of a new building, will there be a lot of higher if inexperienced teachers and how will that impact our students learning? 
1/21/2020 19:57:06 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityThoughtful consideration of what is needed long term using a collaborative approach. The reintroduction of an intermediate school will be a great step forward. The renovations would take place to the middle school and high school a little late. Recognizing that the bigger issue is at the elementary level but there are needs in the MS and HS that “have to wait”. Also that transportation is on the back burner. I do appreciate that they are in the plan. As the buildings are expanded, will we also be incorporating additional offerings to enrich learning opportunities? As the school system grows, we will have a larger student body to accommodate and we will need to increase the diversity of programming through additional offerings. Thank you to all who have participated. This is an important topic and I appreciate that the community has been involved in these conversations. 
1/21/2020 19:57:13 Current Staff Member It seems to be the best solution with what we have (an intermediate building already) and considering the future growth plan. Having the IS in the same general area as the middle and high school will help those students transition into the middle school (for those concerned about the number of transitions). It will also free up space in the elementary schools to have 5th grade out. No ideas were shared where the possible new building would be located (I know there are many factors).The Plan B is concerning. It offers too many transitions and won’t create and sense of community and unity with 5th grade being isolated. It would almost make sense at that point to have an early learning center with prk/k and have 5-6 in the elementary schools. 
1/21/2020 19:57:17 Parent of a Graduated MV Student(s)I'm not sure I like it. Busing elementary kids from fortville to mccordsville. Traffic is bad in front of mccordsville elementary. Are you going to reuse the same building plan for the next school or create more work designing a totally new building?Sooner is going to be less costly than later.
1/21/2020 20:04:04 Current Staff Member, Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityReinstating the intermediate schoolHaving the 8th grade in the high school.Having the 8th grade at the admin building emphasizesing high school readiness.Does having out of district students require the need for more classrooms or schools? Is it fair for the community to pay for the education for out of district students, if  additional schools are needed to  educate them,
1/21/2020 20:20:47 Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityI like the building plan and the idea of building new schools soon for the growth that is occurring. I also like the idea of keeping class sizes small. I don’t like the idea of not keeping class sizes small and not building new schools for all the growth that is occurring. K-6 elementary 7-8 middle school 9th grade center 10-12 high school 
1/21/2020 20:54:13 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon Community. . . How will the district compete with IPS since they just increased their teachers salaries
1/21/2020 21:04:26 Parent of a Current MV Student(s), Resident of the Mt. Vernon CommunityProposing to turn Fortville Elementary back into an intermediate school and building a new elementary school.“The back up plan” to handle the growth seems as though it will severely displace many children in many different grades. For instance, moving fifth graders to the administrators building. This should be their final year in elementary school; or their first year in intermediate school, but not a transition to a random building for one year. Not to mention, 8th graders have no business being in the high school with seniors. I love that Dr. Parker does not like portable classrooms and recognizes how unsafe they are, this is refreshing to hear! However, the back up plan is a horrible solution. If a new elementary school is not feasible, displacing 5th grade in the administration building and 8th graders in high school is still not a great plan. A better back up plan should be found. Thank you for considering how important it is to ensure a safe and healthy environment for our students. Something that may seem surface level or simple such as improving the HVAC systems for a clean, healthy and breathable place to learn is so very important! 
1/21/2020 21:09:33 Parent of a Current MV Student(s)I like the plan to turn Fortville elementary into the intermediate school. The back up plan. Moving 5th graders to an administrative building for one grade seems odd and 8th graders have no business being with seniors. Bad idea to have 8th graders in same building as seniors. Parking and drop off need to be addressed. Thank you for making clean air a priority and recognizing portables are a terrible solution. 


